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Chapter 1

Introduction

More and more aspects of our professional and private lives move into the dig-
ital domain. Smartphones can be seen as personal electronic assistants, which
take care of our social lives, dating, health, navigation, entertainment as well as
financial issues. All of those tasks are typically achieved via a combination of
some local computation on the smartphone, together with some remote data pro-
cessing on a sever. The exchanged information is often first encrypted and then
transmitted over the Internet. The security of modern cryptographic techniques is
usually based on unproven, but widely believed assumptions. These techniques
are practically secure, but theoretically already broken. There exist algorithms for
a quantum computer, which can be used to break modern encryption methods, like
RSA. However, today there exists no quantum computer that can actually do this,
but a lot of research is currently conducted in this field. Companies like Google,
IBM, Microsoft and Intel are currently trying to build quantum computers, each
based on different approaches. Most remarkably, Google recently announced that
they are working on a 72 qubit universal quantum computer with low error rates,
which they want to complete building this year [1]. IBM already offers a cloud-
computing service where a 16 qubit quantum computer can be programed [2].
Note however that this current absence of a powerful enough quantum computer
does not mean that todays communication is still safe. In principle, an eaves-
dropper can store all of todays encrypted classical communication and break the
encryption once a suitable quantum computer is built. This means that safe crypto-
graphic methods are not an issue of the future but of the present. Fortunately there
already exists a provably secure cryptographic method, the One-Time-Pad (OTP).
This technique requires the distribution of a symmetric key between the two par-
ties. This is done via a key exchange protocol, which is typically the weakest link
in the chain and similarly vulnerable like RSA encryption method. Here Quantum
Key Distribution (QKD) can be used to provide a higher security standard, than
current classical key exchange protocols do.
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1. Introduction

This Master’s thesis concerns itself mostly with the characterization of a new VC-
SEL (vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser) array, which acts as the light source
for a QKD sender module. To ensure that the array is suitable for QKD and does
not weaken its security promise several tests need to be performed. Additionally,
the design of a completely new VCSEL carrier board is also presented, which fea-
tures new connectors and is only half as big as the original board. This new board
completes the redesign of the complete sender module. From these redesigned
modules the mainboard is then tested, together with the Field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) configuration.

The exact organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 will provide a
overview of classical cryptography, which is followed up by a review of the key
concepts of quantum mechanics. Then an introduction to QKD is provided, with
a focus on the BB84 protocol, where theoretical, as well as experimental issues
are addressed. In chapter 3 a description of the hand-held QKD experiment of the
experimental quantum physics group of the LMU can be found. The three follow-
ing chapters focus on my experimental work. Chapter 4 describes the assembly
of an old VCSEL carrier board with a new VCSEL array, as well as the design of
a completely new VCSEL carrier board. In chapter 5 this new VCSEL array is
characterized regarding its practical use for QKD. Here several measurements are
described, together with their results and consequences. Chapter 6 deals with the
newly designed electronics mainboard and with the FPGA configuration, which is
the main processor of the electronics module of the sender unit. Here the FPGA
signal to the electronics components is measured and compared with the needed
patterns. All of the gathered results are summarized in the final chapter, which
ends with an outlook.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Foundations

In this chapter I will first introduce classical cryptographic methods that allow two
parties to communicate securely. A general problem common to these methods is
the distribution of an initial key or secret. This problem will be explored and two
solutions will be presented, one of which is QKD. The uniqueness and strength
of QKD will be explored, after a short review of the key concepts of quantum
mechanics on which QKD rests.

2.1 Classical Cryptography

The field of cryptography deals, among other things, with different techniques and
their security analysis, which allow two parties, usually called Alice and Bob, to
communicate securely (privately) via an insecure (public) classical channel. This
channel might be monitored or controlled by an adversary or eavesdropper, typi-
cally called Eve1 [37].
For the following we assume that Alice wants to send a message mA to Bob. Alice
and Bob both posses a secret key, denoted kA for Alice and kB for Bob. The mes-
sage and the key(s) consist of symbols, taken from some previously agreed upon
alphabet2. Since the keys are secret, only Alice knows kA and only Bob knows kB.
Alice transforms the message mA into a ciphertext c via a cipher or encryption-
function3 Enc(mA,kA) = c. This ciphertext c is then transmitted to Bob, via the
insecure classical channel. Bob receives the ciphertext c and reconstructs the orig-

1The details of Eve’s exact capabilities become important during a security analysis of a given
protocol. A careful analysis may then show that this protocol can only be considered secure for
some attacks, but it might be insecure for others.

2An alphabet is a list of symbols.
3This encryption function is in general an algorithm which depends on the message mA and the

key kA.
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2. Theoretical Foundations

inal message via a cipher or decryption function4 Dec(c,kB) = mB.
If the protocol is correct, we have mA = mB and the message has been successful
transmitted to Bob. If the protocol is secure, an eavesdropper has gained no infor-
mation about mA,mB, given just c and the knowledge of the encryption function
Enc and the decryption function Dec (but not of kA,kB, since any cryptography
scheme is pointless if the keys are known to the adversary). In modern security
proofs one always assumes that the adversary knows the encryption and decryp-
tion technique, this is known as Kerckhoffs’s principle. In the past the encryption
and decryption methods were held secret, in order to make the complete cryp-
tographic scheme more secure. In modern times the encryption and decryption
techniques are made publicly available so that everyone may check the scheme
for errors and weaknesses that the original inventor might have missed. All of
this can be made more mathematically rigorous. Modern cryptography provides
mathematical proofs of security, given precise mathematical assumptions and def-
initions of all involved concepts (like the otherwise vague notion of security, se-
crecy and ignorance for example)5.
If Alice and Bob both use related keys, so kA = f (kB), or in the simplest case
kA = kB, they can use a symmetric scheme, also often called private-key encryp-
tion, since both keys must be held secret from other unauthorized parties (like
Eve). If Alice and Bob hold unrelated keys, so kA 6= f (kB), they use an asymmet-
ric scheme, also often called public-key encryption. Here it is assumed that f (kB)
is a function which can be easily evaluated by the two parties6. Both schemes
will be further explored in the following chapters. These schemes assume that
Alice and Bob both already have these keys. Therefore a way to distribute these
keys is needed, before any cryptographic scheme can be implemented. We will
see that the key exchange for asymmetric schemes is rather easy, whereas the key
distribution for the symmetric method is much more difficult to achieve. After
we explored both cryptographic methods we will take a look at the key exchange
problem and possible solutions to it.

4This decryption function is in general an algorithm which depends on the ciphertext c and the
key kB.

5The field of modern cryptography started in 1949 when Claude Shannon published his paper
Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems [3]. There Shannon derives theorems based on his
axioms and definitions.

6The asymmetric RSA scheme (section 2.1.3), also uses strictly speaking two keys which are
related by a function, but this function can not be easily evaluated (see section 2.1.2 for more on
hard and easy functions).
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2.1. CLASSICAL CRYPTOGRAPHY

Figure 2.1: Alice and Bob want to share a secret message over a classical com-
munication channel (CCC). Alice encrypts the message mA with her cipher and
her key kB and then transmits the ciphertext c via the CCC. Bob decrypts the ci-
phertext c with his key kB and his cipher to reconstruct the message mB. Eve is
monitoring the public channel and tries to reconstruct the message from the ci-
phertext. If the cipher is secure Eve can not learn anything about the message,
so Alice and Bob have successfully exchanged a secret via the insecure/public
channel that connects their safe environments, which Eve can not penetrate.

2.1.1 Codes and ciphers

Before the field of cryptography is further explored it is important to stress the
difference between codes and ciphers.

A code operates on semantics, it transforms the meaning of (words or) symbols.
Therefore to keep the meaning invariant the symbols to represent a certain idea or
concept are exchanged. The code is written down in a codebook and this code-
book is needed to encode and decode a message correctly.
Code example: We will often use a code where we encode each letter in the (En-
glish) alphabet with a number corresponding to its position in the alphabet. So A
will be encoded as 0, B as 1 and so on7. If we want to decode a certain number we
map it to the letter with the position of that number in the alphabet. In the follow-
ing chapters this code will be referred to as the AN-code (alphabet-number-code).

A cipher operates on syntax, it transforms the structure of (words or) symbols. A
cipher is an algorithm which needs a key to transform a message into a ciphertext.
Cipher example: In the following chapters we will take a deeper look at the Caesar
cipher, the Vigenère cipher and the one-time pad in particular.

7We may also use binary numbers if it is more convenient.
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2. Theoretical Foundations

2.1.2 Cryptanalysis
The field of cryptanalysis deals with breaking cryptographic algorithms or ci-
phers, used for encryption and decryption, but also attacking their implementa-
tions. Thus one can attack the theoretical side, by looking for a mathematical or
logical weakness in the algorithm, or one can attack the practical side, by looking
for a weakness in the physical implementation. The physical implementation may
have certain elements which were not present in the theoretical model or which
only come close to the ideal theoretical elements needed. The theoretical weak-
nesses of an algorithm can in general be analyzed for all implementations which
use that algorithm. The practical realization of a given cryptographic protocol on
the other hand may vary strongly from implementation to implementation, which
makes it much harder to ensure that there is no weakness in it. A weakness in the
implementation is typically called side-channel.
A cryptographic protocol is considered to be (theoretically) secure if one can
prove mathematically the security of a protocol, based only on the assumptions
of this protocol. Most cryptographic schemes are (only) practically secure. This
means that additionally to the assumptions of the specific protocol further assump-
tions are made, e. g.,

1. The mathematical assumption
The adversary does not have any algorithms at his or her disposal which
can solve mathematical problems that are considered to be hard8 (by math-
ematicians and computer scientists).

2. The computational assumption
The adversary has limited computational power at his or her disposal.

The first assumption states that the adversary has not made any mathematical
breakthrough that is unknown to other experts in the field. Or in other words,
if no expert has yet found a way to solve a certain hard mathematical problem,
then the assumption states that the adversary has also not found an easy (or fast)
way to do so. Most prominent examples for such problems are (among others) the
integer factorization problem and the discrete logarithm problem, both of which
will be discussed later.
The second assumption basically states that the adversary does not have access to
unlimited computational power. The limit that one assumes can vary from security
proof to security proof, but often it is assumed that the adversary has access to a
(classical) computer with very large computational power, like the computational

8The time for an algorithm to solve a "hard" problem grows exponentially with the size of the
input. An "easy" problem grows polynomially in time with the input (loosely speaking).
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2.1. CLASSICAL CRYPTOGRAPHY

power of all computers on earth, and sometimes even more power is granted, try-
ing to anticipate future advancements. However, it is also often assumed that the
adversary only has a classical computer, but not a quantum computer9, at his or
her disposal.

Examples for hard problems:

1. The integer factorization problem
It is assumed to be hard to factorize an arbitrary integer into its prime fac-
tors.

2. The discrete logarithm problem
It is assumed to be hard to solve the equation10 y = gxmod(P) for x given
only g,P,y.

These two problems are considered to be hard, which means that nobody has yet
found an easy way to solve them efficiently11 on a classical computer. At the same
time there is no proof that such a method does not exist. Thus it is widely believed
that there exists no such method, but it is not proven and thus we can not be cer-
tain. In fact, algorithms have been found to solve these two problems, but a quan-
tum computer is necessary to run them. The field of "post-quantum"cryptography
deals with ciphers which are secure even against attacks employing a quantum
computer.

So far only one cipher is proven to be mathematically secure, without using any
mathematical or computational assumptions, this cipher is the OTP12. The OTP
will be explained in detail in section 2.1.4.

2.1.2.1 Shor’s algorithm

In 1994 Peter Shor published a paper [4] in which he presents two algorithms for a
hypothetical quantum computer, that can easily (or in polynomial time) solve the
integer factorization problem and the discrete logarithm problem. Both distinct
algorithms are typically referred to as Shor’s algorithm. Therefore any crypto-
graphic method whose security is based on these two problems would become

9This will be further explored in section 2.1.2.1.
10In this equation g denotes the generator and P the prime modulus.
11The computational time to solve a problem efficiently does not grow exponentially but poly-

nomially with the size of the input.
12Which means that the OTP is unbreakable.
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2. Theoretical Foundations

obsolete once a quantum computer, that can run Shor’s algorithm, has been con-
structed. Today no quantum computer with a large enough memory and suffi-
ciently low error rate does exist, which is why these schemes are still considered
to be practically secure. However, the existence of Shor’s algorithm questions
the life-time of schemes whose security is based on these two problems, as well,
and even more importantly, the security of data already encrypted using those
schemes.

2.1.3 Asymmetric Encryption

Asymmetric encryption is also typically known as public-key cryptography. The
reason is that in such a scheme Alice (or Bob) possesses two keys, a private key
and a public key. The public key is, as the name suggests, publicly available.
Anyone who wants to send Alice a secret message uses her public key to encrypt
a message intended for Alice. She then decrypts the ciphertext with her private
key and thus recovers the message. Additionally, Alice can also use her private
key to sign a message and the recipient can check the validity of her signature
via her public key. Since Alice can just openly publish her public key there is no
key distribution problem, Alice only has to make sure that her private key stays
private.
Asymmetric encryption schemes are typically slower than symmetric ones, which
grant the same level of security, because they need bigger keys to reach that same
level, which in turn increases the runtime. Due to this asymmetric encryption is
sometimes used to distribute a key for a symmetric encryption scheme. Such a
scheme would be in total a hybrid scheme, but parts of it can be associated to
symmetric and asymmetric methods.
The theoretical idea for public-key cryptography was first sketched in a paper by
W. Diffie and M. Hellman [5]. In this paper they did not present a definite protocol
for public-key cryptography, that was done later by R. Rivest, A. Shamir and L.
Adleman (RSA) [6]. The RSA algorithm is one of the first and most widely used
public-key encryption system. Its security is related to the difficulty of evaluating
Euler’s totient function, on the hardness of the integer factorization, and of the
discrete logarithm problem. RSA is considered practically secure if a key with
length of 1024 bits or more is used. RSA with a key of length of 768 bits (232
digits) has already been broken and it can also be broken for arbitrary key lengths
with a quantum computer and Shor’s algorithm. Strictly speaking a classical com-
puter can also break RSA for arbitrary key lengths, but on a classical computer
the runtime grows exponentially with the size of the key, whereas on a quantum
computer it grows linearly. This much shorter runtime makes an attack with a
quantum computer more practical.

8



2.1. CLASSICAL CRYPTOGRAPHY

2.1.4 Symmetric Encryption

In symmetric encryption schemes the same key is used for encryption and decryp-
tion. Symmetric ciphers are typically faster than asymmetric ones, because the
same level of security can be guaranteed with shorter keys (than an asymmetric
protocol would need). Drawbacks of symmetric encryption schemes are the need
for a secure key distribution protocol and the resulting complex key management
that is required if symmetric keys are to be used with a large group of people. In
the following a couple of symmetric ciphers will be explored in more detail.

2.1.4.1 The Caesar cipher

The Caesar cipher is a monoalphabetic cipher that shifts the whole alphabet by
a fixed amount. The shift is determined by the key k, which is a number, whose
maximal value depends on the size of the alphabet in the used language. If the
alphabet has N letters the key should be at least one and at most N−1. Each let-
ter is encoded into a numerical value (typically its position in the used alphabet,
which we call here the AN-code). Then the key-value k is added to the letter value
l, using modular arithmetic l + k = s mod(N). After that the shifted number s is
decoded back into a letter, again via the AN-code. An example for this technique
is given in picture 2.2 were the message ERWIN gets encrypted with a key k = 7.
The decryption is done similarly, the only difference being that the key is sub-
tracted instead of being added.

There are two effective ways to crack the Caesar cipher. The short message we
used can be easily cracked by using a brute-force attack. Here a list is created
for every possible key value k ∈ [1,N− 1]. If such an attack is performed on the
example cipher LY DPU a list is retrieved where 25 words correspond to nonsen-
sical letter combinations and only one key value gives a normal word or name -
ERWIN.
For longer texts that are encrypted with the Caesar cipher a frequency-analysis
can also be used to determine the original message. Here one uses the fact that in
languages, for example the English language, not all letters are used equally often.
This gives each language a distinct letter distribution or fingerprint. The Caesar
cipher leaves the shape of this fingerprint intact and only shifts it by an amount
determined by the key. This enables an attack to deduce the shift by looking at the
letter frequency of the ciphertext and comparing it with the letter frequency of the
used language.

9



2. Theoretical Foundations

Figure 2.2: An example for the encryption with the Caesar cipher: First we encode
the message (via the AN-code) in terms of numbers, according to their position in
the alphabet. Then we perform the shift, addition modulo 26, determined by the
key (here the key k = 7 and the number of letters in the used alphabet. Then we
decode the shifted numbers back to letters using the same code as before and thus
arrive at the cipher LY DPU . The receiver performs the same steps for the en- and
decoding, but for the decryption he subtracts the key to transform the ciphertext
LY DPU back to the original message ERWIN.

2.1.4.2 The Vigenère cipher

The Vigenère cipher is a polyalphabetic cipher. Here several distinct shifts of the
alphabet are performed. These shifts are determined by the key k, which is no
longer just one number but a sequence of numbers (or a word which is then en-
coded into a sequence of numbers via the AN-code).

Example: we want to encrypt the message hide in the cellar with the key or key-
word apple. First we encode each letter via the AN-code, which turns our message
mText into the sequence mNr and the keyword K into (0,15,15,11,4). Now we
again add13 these and extend the key-length to the message-length by repeating
the key K over and over (this repeated key is denoted by the letter k). The modular
addition gives us the number sequence cNr, which we again decode into letters via
the AN-code to finally end up with the ciphertext cText .
An example for the encryption with the Vigenère cipher is given in table 2.1.
This scheme is more difficult to break than the Caesar cipher, since it basically
uses a bunch of different Caesar ciphers with different keys, which all have to be
broken at the same time. However, this cipher can still be broken, but the attack
is now more complex. Due to this the cipher was unbroken for about 300 years,
but today there are many techniques known to break this cipher. For example, this
cipher can still be attacked via frequency analysis because the letter distribution
that the cipher creates is not completely flat, but still maintains some fingerprint
or trace which can be used to break the cipher.

13We use again modular addition with mod(26).

10



2.1. CLASSICAL CRYPTOGRAPHY

mText h i d e i n t h e c e l l a r
mNr 7 8 3 4 8 13 19 7 4 2 4 11 11 0 17

k ⊕ 0 15 15 11 4 0 15 15 11 4 0 15 15 11 4
cNr 7 23 18 15 12 13 7 22 15 6 4 20 20 11 21
cText h x s p m n i w p g e a a l v

Table 2.1: The message hide in the cellar is encrypted via the Vigenère cipher
with the keyword apple. First each letter is encoded via the AN-code, which
turns our message mText into the number sequence mNr and the keyword K into
(0,15,15,11,4). We repeat K until it is as long as mNr. Then we compute
cNr = mNr ⊕ kmod(26), which we again decode into letters via the AN-code to
finally end up with the ciphertext cText .

2.1.4.3 The one-time pad

The OTP is a provably secure cryptographic method. It can be seen as a spe-
cial case of the Vigenère cipher where the (binary) keyword k = k1k2...kN with
ki ∈ {0,1} and i ∈ {1,2, ...,N} is as long as the message m = m1m2...mN with
m j ∈ {0,1} and j ∈ {1,2, ...,N}. The key must be a completely random string of
(binary) numbers. The message m is then bitwise XORed with the key k, which in
turn creates a random cipher c = m⊕ k with c = c1c2...cN and cp ∈ {0,1} where
p ∈ {1,2, ...,N}. The ciphertext is perfectly secret, in the sense of Shannon se-
crecy, which means that given the ciphertext c nothing about the message m can
be deduced from it. The OTP completely erases any language fingerprint within
the message via the random key, it produces a completely flat letter distribution.
The OTP is the only known mathematically secure cipher and is thus unbreakable.
For the decryption the key k is again added to the ciphertext c, which results in the
reconstruction of the original message m, since c⊕ k = m⊕ k⊕ k = m.

It is instructive to compare the OTP with the Caesar cipher. Earlier the Caesar
cipher was used to encrypt the message ERWIN. The Caesar cipher offers for a
key k ∈ [1,25] exactly 25 different encryptions or possible ciphertext. If the OTP
is used to encrypt ERWIN we get 265 ≈ 11.8 ∗ 106 possible ciphertexts, which
corresponds to a list of all possible five letter words. This illustrates why even a
brute-force attack is fruitless against the OTP. The randomness of the key directly
causes the randomness of the ciphertext. Note that a brute-force attack is equiva-
lent to guessing the message without having any hints.

Despite its strength in practice this method is rarely used, because it can be very
cumbersome and difficult to exchange keys which are as long as the message.
The security would be also reduced if a key is used twice for different messages,

11
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Figure 2.3: One-time pad: Alice encrypts her binary message m = m1m2...mN ∈
{0,1}N by performing an addition mod(2), denoted by ⊕, of m and the key k =
k1k2...kN ∈ {0,1} to create the ciphertext c = m⊕ k ∈ {0,1}N . Alice sends the
ciphertext c to Bob via a classical communication channel. Eve can read and copy
the ciphertext c. Bob decodes the ciphertext by repeating the addition mod(2) with
the same key. Since the OTP is unbreakable Eve can not deduce anything about m
given c. Alice and Bob have thus successfully exchanged a secret message m.

which is why for every message a new key has to be used and thus established
beforehand. This makes the OTP unpractical enough that it is only used where
absolute secrecy is essential.

2.1.4.4 AES

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is the new symmetric encryption stan-
dard by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)14, which
is also approved by the National Security Agency (NSA). AES is the successor of
DES, which is no longer considered to be secure15. During and after its selection
by NIST this protocol has been analyzed by many experts and nobody has yet
found a flaw that would compromise its practical security. Many modern com-
puter applications of symmetric encryption use AES or are built upon it, like the
SSH protocol for secure network communication and the WPA2 encryption for
wireless networks.
There is no known practical attack16 that can break AES, not even a quantum al-
gorithm. At the same time, there is no proof that no such attack or algorithm does
exist.

14AES was established as the new standard for symmetric encryption in 2001.
15Nevertheless people still use an improved version of DES, which is called 3DES.
16Brute-Force is here considered to be an impractical attack.
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2.1.5 The Key Distribution Problem
To establish a secure communication channel, say via the OTP, a symmetric key
is required. To distribute such a symmetric key a secure communication channel
is required. Thus we have arrived at a chicken-egg problem or a catch-22. A way
out of this problem is given by key exchange protocols that do not require a secure
communication channel. However, key exchange protocols do require a Classical
Authenticated Channel (CAC) between Alice and Bob. Alternatively, it can also
be required that Alice and Bob share a small initial secret, which they then use to
authenticate themselves to establish the CAC. A good key exchange protocol then
allows them to grow that initial secret such that they can establish a secure com-
munication channel with the OTP cipher. A secure key should also be generated
even in the case if an adversary listens to all of the information that Alice and Bob
exchange during the protocol. The overall security is only as good as its weakest
part, so we would like a key distribution scheme which does not reduce the secu-
rity of the OTP. This means we would like a protocol that is not just practically
secure, but instead one that is unconditionally secure (without any requirements
on the capabilities of the adversary). We will see in the following chapter that
the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (DHKE) protocol provides a practically secure
method. In chapter 2.3 we will learn that QKD provides a secure method. Note
that both protocols require a CAC or short initial secret.

13
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2.1.5.1 Diffie-Hellman key exchange

W. Diffie and M. Hellman introduced a protocol for key exchange, which is known
as DHKE, in their paper [5] from 1976. The security of this protocol is based on
the computational hardness of the discrete logarithm problem (see chapter 2.1.2
for details). How this protocol works is demonstrated in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Diffie-Hellman key exchange: Alice and Bob both publicly announce
their choice for the generator g, which is some integer, and for the prime modulus
P, which is a prime number strictly larger than the generator g. Alice has a secret
integer a and Bob has a secret integer b, both secrets are ideally a large random
number and strictly smaller than P. Alice calculates A and Bob calculates B, which
both then transmit to the other via a CAC. Then both parties take the received
number and raise it to the power of their secret number, which leads to the secret
s for both of them. Alice and Bob have now successfully generated a secret (key)
s, which only they know.

The security of the protocol is based on the assumption that an attacker can not
easily calculate the secrets of Alice and Bob, denoted by a,b, given A,B.
Today the DHKE protocol is often used to distribute keys for the symmetric AES
cipher. This key exchange protocol is considered to be safe as long as the prime
modulus P is at least 2048 bits long, as it has been broken for prime modulus
lengths up to 1024 bits [47].
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2.2 Quantum Mechanics

In the previous chapter we saw that the key exchange problem can be solved with
the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol, assuming that the discrete logarithm
problem is in practice unsolvable for an adversary (see section 2.1.2). QKD offers
a way to distribute keys in a way were no such assumption is necessary. In fact,
to prove security of QKD it is not necessary to use the mathematical and/or the
computational assumption. Before QKD can be explained it is however necessary
to briefly review the foundations of Quantum Mechanics on which QKD rests.

2.2.1 States and Observables

The most fundamental building blocks of any physical theory are a state descrip-
tion and a dynamical law for that state. The state describes all relevant degrees of
freedom of the system under consideration. The dynamical law describes how the
state changes with time [39] [40] [41].

In quantum mechanics we use vectors to model states. If the degree of freedom
under consideration is continuous an infinite dimensional vector is used. If the
degree of freedom under consideration is discrete a finite dimensional vector suf-
fices. In QKD we are concerned with quantum bits, short qubits, to describe
states. These qubits are two-dimensional vectors which live in an complex vector
space that is equipped with an inner product. This vector space is called Hilbert
space and is denoted by C2. In general any qubit is a state that can be written as
|Ψ〉 = a |0〉+ b |1〉 where |0〉 , |1〉 ∈ C2 form an orthonormal basis, a,b ∈ C and
|a|2 + |b|2 = 1.

The dynamical law in quantum mechanics is given by the Schrödinger equation.
In QKD the qubits usually do not change (much) with time, which is why in this
special case no dynamical law is needed. For the complete theory of quantum
mechanics another object needs to be discussed - the observable.

An observable is a book keeping device which helps you to keep track of the
measurement results and the post measurement state. In quantum mechanics a
measurement does in general change the state which is being measured17. This
book keeping is done in terms of eigenvalues which represent measurement results
and eigenvectors which represent post measurement states. Thus the complete

17This effect will be further explored and quantified in section 2.2.2
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book keeping is encapsulated in the eigenequation:

Ô |en〉= en |en〉 .

Here the operator Ô has the eigenstates |en〉 ∈ C2 with their corresponding eigen-
values en ∈ R for n ∈ {1,2}. This operator Ô represents some corresponding
observable. To ensure that all eigenvalues en (or measurement results) are real-
valued the operator has to be hermitian. We consider only operators that can act
on qubits, which is why this operator has only two eigenvalues. Such operators
can be represented by 2x2 matrices. The set of all such operators that act on vec-
tors or states of C2 is denoted as L(C2).

Before any kind of calculation can be performed, a representation for the vec-
tors has to be chosen. Typically one chooses the Cartesian basis to represent the
standard basis |0〉 , |1〉. This means we make the following identification:

|0〉=
(

1
0
)

|1〉=
(

0
1

)
.

This fixes the representation of all other vectors and matrices.

For the calculation of the inner product 〈Ψ |Ψ〉 of two vectors a dual vector 〈Ψ|
needs to be constructed. Given a vector |Ψ〉= a |0〉+b |1〉 the dual vector is given
by 〈Ψ|= a∗ 〈0|+b∗ 〈1| where the ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and {〈0| ,〈1|}
denotes two basis vectors of the dual space. A dual vector can be represented as a
row vector, while a normal vector is represented as a column vector, so

|Ψ〉= (a
b)↔ 〈Ψ|= (a∗ b∗ ) and 〈Ψ |Ψ〉= |a|2 + |b|2.

It is also possible to describe a state with a special operator, the density operator.
This allows you to describe pure quantum mechanical states as well as probabilis-
tic mixtures of pure states. The general definition for the density operator ρ̂ with
a proper choice of the basis {|n〉} is

ρ̂ =
N

∑
n

pn |n〉〈n| .

Here pn denotes the probability that the system is in the state |n〉. If N = 1 the
system is in a pure state, else the system is a probabilistic mixture of pure states.
Every density operator is positive semidefinite, hermitian and its trace equals one.
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Using the Bloch representation18 it is possible to represent a qubit |Ψ〉 ∈ C2 as a
Bloch(vector) ~vB ∈ R3. This Bloch vector can be constructed given |Ψ〉 or ρ̂. In
the later case19 it is necessary to represent ρ̂ in terms of the identity and the Pauli
matrices

1̂ =

(
1 0
0 1

)
, σ̂x =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ̂y =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σ̂z =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

These representations are fixed due to our choice of representation for the standard
basis |0〉 , |1〉 which we want to consist of eigenstates of σ̂z.
Using these we can express any density operator as

ρ̂ =
1
2
(
1̂+ vxσ̂x + vyσ̂y + vzσ̂z

)
with~vB =

( vx
vy
vz

)
.

A pure state satisfies |vx|2 + |vy|2 + |vz|2 = 1, while a mixture satisfies to 0 ≤
|vx|2 + |vy|2 + |vz|2 < 1. This means that pure states lie on a sphere of radius one
and mixtures lie within this sphere.

2.2.2 The Uncertainty Principle

The uncertainty ∆ of an observable Â for a state |Ψ〉 is defined as

∆Â(|Ψ〉) =
√〈

Ψ
∣∣ Â2
∣∣Ψ〉−〈Ψ ∣∣ Â ∣∣Ψ〉2

.

Using this definition of the uncertainty and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality it is
possible to derive20 the uncertainty principle21 which states:

∆Â(|Ψ〉) ∗ ∆B̂(|Ψ〉)≥ 1
2
|
〈
Ψ
∣∣ ÂB̂− B̂Â

∣∣Ψ〉 |.
If two operators commute, meaning ÂB̂ = B̂Â, it is possible to find a find a set
of common eigenstates spanning the whole space (that sets both uncertainties to
zero). Any arbitrary state for two commuting observables can still give rise to
non-zero uncertainties. This is due to the fact that the commutator only gives rise
to the lower bound for the uncertainties.
Intuitively this principle demonstrates that if two operators do not commute, one

18More details regarding the Bloch sphere can be found in the appendix chapter 8.1.
19ρ̂ can always be constructed given |Ψ〉 since then the density operator simplifies to ρ̂= |Ψ〉〈Ψ|
20This derivation is omitted here but it can be found in the standard literature [38].
21In order to understand the uncertainty principle it is useful to have an intuitive understanding

of the uncertainty of an observable (for a given state) which is provided in the appendix section
8.2.
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Figure 2.5: The Bloch sphere can be used to represent one qubit as a Bloch
vector in three-dimensional space. The orange states |0〉 , |1〉 are the eigenstates
of σ̂z. The green states |+〉 , |−〉 are the eigenstates of σ̂x. The yellow states
|l〉 , |r〉 are the eigenstates of σ̂y. The blue state is an arbitrary Bloch vector
|B〉 = cos(1

2θ) |0〉+ eiϕsin(1
2θ) |1〉 or equivalently in terms of the density opera-

tor ρ̂ = |B〉〈B|= 1
2

(
1̂+ vxσ̂x + vyσ̂y + vzσ̂z

)
.
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of them (or both) will alter22 the state |Ψ〉. Thus it is impossible to measure both
observables for the same state |Ψ〉, if these observables do not commute and if the
state is not in an eigenstate of both observables.

2.2.3 The no-cloning-theorem
The no-cloning-theorem states that there can not exist a cloning machine for ar-
bitrary quantum states. To prove this theorem we assume that there exists some
cloning machine, whose action we denote by the unitary (and thus linear) operator
Ĉ. We expect that this operator Ĉ will copy or clone any state. To achieve this we
will feed the copying machine with an input state |Ψ〉we want to copy and a blank
state |e〉 which is supposed to be transformed into the input state via Ĉ.
Let us begin by copying the standard basis states:

Ĉ |0〉 |e〉= |0〉 |0〉
Ĉ |1〉 |e〉= |1〉 |1〉

Now we want to copy an arbitrary input state |Ψ〉= a |0〉+b |1〉. We would expect
to get:

Ĉ |Ψ〉 |e〉= |Ψ〉 |Ψ〉
=
(
a |0〉+b |1〉

)(
a |0〉+b |1〉

)
= a2 |0〉 |0〉+ab |0〉 |1〉+ba |1〉 |0〉+b2 |1〉 |1〉

but if we use the linearity of Ĉ we find instead:

Ĉ |Ψ〉 |e〉= Ĉ
(
a |0〉+b |1〉

)
|e〉

= Ĉ
(
a |0〉 |e〉+b |1〉 |e〉

)
= aĈ |0〉 |e〉+bĈ |1〉 |e〉
= a |0〉 |0〉+b |1〉 |1〉
6= |Ψ〉 |Ψ〉 .

Thus we have arrived at an contradiction. We conclude that no machine can ex-
ist, which can create copies of arbitrary states. This contradiction arises from the
necessary linearity of Ĉ, which comes from the fact that the dynamics of quantum
mechanics is governed by the Schrödinger equation, which is a differential equa-
tion that is linear in the state |Ψ〉. This linearity forbids the existence of a cloning
machine for arbitrary quantum states.

22In this context alter means that the state is not just rescaled by some number, while maintain-
ing the same orientation in the Hilbert space.
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2.3 Quantum Key Distribution

Compared to classical key distribution schemes QKD offers several advantages.
QKD provides in principle unconditional security, which in particular means that
no technological assumptions about the adversaries capabilities have to be made.
Additionally it is possible to calculate how much information about the key an
adversary might have gained during the key distribution, this is completely im-
possible in classical schemes.
QKD offers a variety of protocols to address the key distribution problem (ex-
plained in more detail in chapter 2.1.5). These protocols can be grouped in various
ways, for example according to the origin for their security. For some protocols
their security comes from the fact that they use entangled states. The security of
such protocols is given from the property of monogamy of entangled states and
from a test of the entanglement via a violation of Bell’s inequality[42]. The first
entanglement based protocol was introduced in 1991 by Artur E. Ekert [10]. Other
protocols use the uncertainty principle (see chapter 2.2.2) to their advantage, in so
called prepare-and-measure protocols. We want to focus on the latter and look at
one particular protocol in more detail, the BB84 protocol.
The BB84 protocol was developed in 1984 by Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard
in their famous paper [9] and it is one of the most widely used QKD protocols.

2.3.1 Requirements
The following list describes the starting situation and highlights important require-
ments, which are sometimes only stated implicitly. It is necessary to stress which
conditions go into the security that QKD provides, so that it is clear what benefits
can be gained at what costs.

• Eve has no access to the laboratories of Alice and Bob.
Alice and Bob protect their laboratories against probing and manipulations
from attackers.Their laboratories also do not leak any unwanted information
to the outside world. This may sound easy but is very hard to achieve, since
Alice and Bob can not forbid all interactions with the outside world, because
they still want to interact with each other. How well this assumption is
approximated depends heavily on the specific implementation. Since this
is no trivial matter it should be carefully checked. The importance of this
verification can not be overestimated, since a violation of this assumption
can compromise the whole security of the key distribution scheme.

• Alice and Bob share a classical authenticated channel.
Alice and Bob share a classical authenticated channel, which means that
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an adversary can read their messages, but can not alter or forge them. This
specifically does not allow man-in-the-middle attacks and prevents Eve from
posing as Alice and/or Bob to one or both parties. This assumption can be
exchanged with the assumption that Alice and Bob share a small amount
of secret prior to their attempt of QKD, which they then use to authenticate
themselves. Due to this QKD can also be seen as a secret growing protocol.

• Alice and Bob share a quantum channel.
Alice can send qubits to Bob via the quantum channel. Ideally the channel
leaves the original qubit state intact. If this is not possible than a character-
ization of the qubit rotation should be possible, so that Bob may counteract
these effects. Strictly speaking, the channel is not quantum, but the infor-
mation carriers are 23. Eve can perform any operation allowed by the laws
of physics on the quantum channel and on the qubits transmitted over it.

• Alice and Bob each have a random number generator.
A random number generator is needed to add some unpredictability to the
protocol, otherwise Eve might be able to guess some deliberate choices by
Alice and Bob.

• Alice and Bob agreed to use the BB84 protocol and agreed on some
conventions.
When Alice and Bob agree on using the BB84 protocol they also need to
agree to certain conventions that they will use. Within this protocol they
agree on the use of two bases, the eigenstates of σ̂x, which is called the
Hadamard basis and the eigenstates of σ̂z, which is called the standard basis.
These eigenstates are used encode the key bits. Alice and Bob need to map
the measured qubits to the same bits. In particular this means that they agree
on some qubit-bit correspondence, like

{|0〉 , |+〉} ⇔ 0,
{|1〉 , |−〉} ⇔ 1.

They also need to agree on a bit value that denotes their basis choice. Their
N basis choices will be recored in a basis bit string B = B1B2...BN ∈ {0,1}N

for Alice and B̃ = B̃1B̃2...B̃N ∈ {0,1}N for Bob. Alice and Bob agree that,

B j = 0⇔{|0〉 , |1〉} Standard basis,
B j = 1⇔{|+〉 , |−〉} Hadamard basis.

23Contrary to the classical channel, the information is coded without redundancy in the quantum
channel or its information carriers.
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Additionally they also agree on a scheme for error correction and for privacy
amplification. The scheme they chose will alter the information they need
to exchange on the CAC to perform each task.

• Alice and Bob trust their devices.
In the BB84 protocol it is necessary that Alice and Bob trust their devices.
Due to this they need to check those devices before they use them for the
protocol to ensure that they function properly and to check that these devices
do not leak any unwanted information. This means in particular that Alice
has to verify her state preparation and Bob his state measurements. Both
parties also need to check their random number generators they use for the
basis selection. Alice also has to check her random number generator for
the bit selection.

• Eve can do anything allowed by the laws of physics.
Eve can do anything that is not forbidden by the laws of physics. This means
in particular that Eve can not influence events instantaneously (or faster than
the speed of light) and that Eve can not posses a quantum copying machine.
It is assumed that these statements will always be true, even if Eve would
have knowledge of a higher theory. In its respective realm it is assumed that
Special Relativity and Quantum Mechanics will always be true. Similarly
to classical mechanics, which is still a correct theory for macroscopic ob-
jects that move with a velocity much slower than the speed of light.
This is however the only limitation imposed on Eve. This means that Eve
can do practically anything that is physically possible. Eve may have prac-
tically unlimited computational power, access to algorithms that solve hard
problems fast (if such algorithms can exist), like a quantum computer on
which she may run Shor’s algorithm. Eve may also posses a quantum re-
peater and a quantum memory. Contrary to classical cryptography, where
the mathematical and computational assumptions are used, these assump-
tions are not used in typical QKD scenarios. Basically, there are no con-
ditions on the capabilities of Eve, which is why it is often said that, QKD
offers unconditional security. Note that this does not mean that there no
conditions or assumptions are made in general, but there are no conditions
with respect to the technological capabilities of Eve.

These assumptions are often only implicitly stated or are taken for granted. We see
that the unconditional security of QKD is not solely based on the laws of nature.
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2.3.2 The BB84 protocol
This section describes the BB84 protocol including the steps for error correction
and privacy amplification.

1) Alice chooses a random N-bit string xA = x1x2...xN ∈ {0,1}N and a random
N-bit basis string B = B1B2...BN ∈ {0,1}N .

2) Bob chooses a random N-bit basis string B̃ = B̃1B̃2...B̃N ∈ {0,1}N .

3) Alice sends to Bob bits x j ∈ {0,1} encoded in the basis B j ∈ {0,1} via the
qubit

∣∣x j
〉

B j
∈ C2 over the quantum channel.

4) Bob measures the qubits in the basis B̃ j ∈ {0,1} and obtains the measure-
ment result x̃ j ∈ {0,1}.

5) Bob announces receipt of the qubits.

6) Alice and Bob publicly exchange bases strings B, B̃. They discard all cases
where B j 6= B̃ j.

7) Alice randomly chooses n of the remaining cases to test. She tells Bob
which rounds are tested and they exchange the bits x j, x̃ j of those cases.
Alice and Bob compute the error ratio δ. If δ exceeds a threshold they abort
the protocol.

8) Alice and Bob exchange error-correcting information. This is called infor-
mation reconciliation.

9) For the so-called privacy amplification Alice chooses an extractor seed y
and sends it to Bob.
Alice computes kA = Ext(xA,remain,y).
Bob computes kB = Ext(xB,remain,y).

A run of this protocol may look like the one in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.6: The laboratories of Alice and Bob are connected via a one-way quan-
tum channel and a two-way classical authenticated channel. Eve can perform any
kind of physically possible action on the quantum channel, while she can only
listen to the messages exchanged on the classical channel. The quantum channel
is used to exchange qubits. The CAC is used to exchange the basis bit strings,
error correction information and extractor seed y for privacy amplification.

Figure 2.7: Alice encodes the bit x j in the basis B j and encodes these two bits
in the qubit

∣∣x j
〉

B j
which she sends via the quantum channel to Bob. Bob picks

a measurement basis B̃ j and obtains the measurement result x̃ j. They perform a
basis reconciliation which turns the raw key x into the sifted key X .
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2.3.3 Why it works

It is important that Alice chooses her bits x j and her basis at random, since any
information about her choice could allow an attacker to guess some information
about the resulting key. If an attacker would know which basis Alice chooses to
encode a bit the whole protocol would become completely insecure.
Bob also needs to pick his measurement basis B̃ j at random, otherwise an intercept-
and-resend attack becomes much harder to detect and the whole security would
be again undermined.

Alice encodes the bit in a qubit, which corresponds to some quantum mechanical
two-level system. The information (the bit) is just encoded once, in this precise
system, or more specifically, in a degree of freedom of that system. A classical
bit, transmitted via an electrical signal is encoded many times via a comparatively
huge macroscopic signal. This enables an eavesdropper to copy a classical bit
without detection. The use of a single qubit for the information coding is what
makes QKD so secure. Tampering with the qubit will be detected due to the
uncertainty principle. If Eve is unaware of the state Alice prepared she can not
perform with certainty a non-destructive measurement. Her tampering or chang-
ing of the state can be detected by Alice and Bob.

Alice and Bob need to make sure that they identify the qubits in the same way. If
a qubit gets lost along the way, for example due to scattering, it should not appear
in their lists, otherwise Alice’s j− th qubit might be Bob’s l− th qubit and so on.
This process is called sifting. The prepared qubit from Alice will only be corre-
lated with the measured qubit from Bob if they have chosen the same basis. If
their basis choice differ the result will be perfectly random. This can be easily
seen by calculating the probabilities, say for the case that Alice prepared a bit 0 in
the standard basis (|0〉0 = |0〉), then there are four possibilities for what Bob will
measure and thus:

P(|0〉) = | 〈0 |0〉 |2 = 1

P(|1〉) = | 〈0 |1〉 |2 = 0

P(|+〉) = | 〈0 |+〉 |2 = 0.5

P(|−〉) = | 〈0 |−〉|2 = 0.5

Thus we see that if Bob picks the same basis as Alice his result will coincide with
certainty with the bit value that Alice prepared. If he uses the other basis there is
a 50% chance that he will get the right or wrong bit value, so he has no way of
knowing which bit value Alice prepared. Thus all cases where their bases differ
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have to be discarded.

Alice and Bob can calculate the error δ, which allows them to calculate an upper
bound for the information an adversary might have collected. If the error is too
high24 the protocol has to be aborted and restarted. If the error is small enough
Alice and Bob can improve the security of their key via classical schemes [11]
[12] [45].
Since any real channel can introduce errors (like bit-flip errors) Alice and Bob
need to perform error correction. An adversary could also introduce errors, which
is why δ is used to estimate the information an adversary might have collected.
The quantum bit error rate (QBER) is defined as the ratio of the number of wrong
bits and the number of total bits, which where exchanged: QBER =

Nwrong
Ntotal

.
If an eavesdropper has gained any information about the key, which can be bound
by a function of δ, Alice and Bob can reduce this information by performing pri-
vacy amplification. Here Alice and Bob use a randomness-extractor, which is a
two-universal hash-function, that needs a seed y and their remaining bits xA,remain.
After that Eve will have no information about kA,kB.

Note that the resulting key is neither decided by Alice nor by Bob. The key is a
result of their random choices. Alice could not enforce the generation of some
specific key and neither could Bob.

24Which is the case if Eve has more information about the key than Bob.
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2.3.4 Photons as information carriers
In general photons are used as the physical information carrier, more specifically,
the polarization degree of freedom of photons25. We need to identify four suitable
polarization states for the earlier introduced BB84 states |0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉, which
can be related to |H〉, |V 〉, |P〉, |M〉 via the identification described in table 2.2.

Basis B j x j BB84 state light states Polarization
σ̂z 0 0 |0〉0 = |0〉 |H〉 Horizontal
σ̂z 0 1 |1〉0 = |1〉 |V 〉 Vertical
σ̂x 1 0 |0〉1 = |+〉 |P〉= 1√

2
(|H〉+ |V 〉) Diagonal

σ̂x 1 1 |1〉1 = |−〉 |M〉= 1√
2
(|H〉− |V 〉) Anti-Diagonal

σ̂y - - - |R〉= 1√
2
(|H〉+ i |V 〉) Right-Circular

σ̂y - - - |L〉= 1√
2
(|H〉− i |V 〉) Left-Circular

Table 2.2: The standard basis will be identified with the horizontal and vertical lin-
ear polarization states. The Hadamard basis will be identified as the diagonal and
anti-diagonal linear polarization. The right-circular and left-circular polarization
states are not needed for the BB84 protocol, since fours state suffice.

It is possible to transform the standard basis into the Hadamard basis via the
Hadamard transformation

Ĥ =
1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
.

This transformation can be used to switch the basis.

Ĥ |H〉= |+〉
Ĥ |V 〉= |−〉
Ĥ |+〉= |H〉
Ĥ |−〉= |V 〉

Note that Ĥ is unitary, meaning Ĥ−1 = Ĥ† and hermitian, meaning Ĥ† = Ĥ. Thus
in total we can conclude that Ĥ−1 = Ĥ from which follows that ĤĤ = 1̂.

2.3.4.1 Wire grid polarizers

A wire grid polarizer (see figure 2.8) can be used to polarize or filter light. If the
grid is for example horizontally oriented, only vertically polarized light will pass

25Other protocols may use different degrees of freedom.
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Figure 2.8: A wire grid polarizer. The wire grid is oriented along the horizontal
axes, which means that only light that is linearly polarized along the vertical axes
(blue arrow) passes through. For linearly polarized light which makes an angle
θ with the axis of the polarizer (yellow,) the probability that the photon will be
transmitted is given by cos(θ)2.

through this polarizer, whereas horizontally polarized light will be (almost) com-
pletely blocked. In general we can write a polarization state |a〉 as a superposition
of |H〉 , |V 〉 via some appropriate coefficients

|a〉= α |H〉+β |V 〉 ,

where again |α|2+ |β|2 = 1, in general α,β∈C may also depend on time and |α|2
and |β|2 can be interpreted as the probabilities that a photon will pass through the
polarizer (Ppass = |α|2) or be blocked (Pblock = |β|2). In this case the action of the
polarizer on the polarization state |a〉 can be described via a projector P̂ = |V 〉〈V |.
We use a wire grid polarizer to prepare the needed polarization states, since every
photon that passes through it will be linearly polarized along the polarization axes
of the wire grid polarizer.

2.3.4.2 Weak coherent pulses

The BB84 protocol assumes that Alice has access to a single photon source. For
practical QKD with prepare-and-measure schemes, like BB84, there is no practi-
cal single photon source. What makes existing single photon sources unpractical
is on the one hand their modulation speed and on the other hand their size, be-
cause they require big cryostats [23]. Strongly attenuated laser pulses are no true
single photon sources but can instead be modeled as a source for coherent states.
A coherent state is a ground state of a quantum harmonic oscillator, denoted by
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|0〉, which gets translated by x̃ in position with a translation operator T̂x̃

T̂x̃ |0〉= |x̃〉

T̂x̃ = e−
ip̂x̃
~ .

It is however more convenient to relabel such a state as |µ〉 instead of |x̃〉 due to
its expectation value of the number operator N̂. If we then express |x̃〉 in terms of
the energy eigenstates we rewrite this state as:

|µ〉= e−
µ
2

∞

∑
n=0

µ
n
2
√

n!
|n〉 .

Here |n〉 denotes the photon number eigenstates26. This means that for the state
|ψ〉 = |n〉 the probability to measure m = n photons is 1 and the probability to
measure m 6= n photons is zero. For the expectation value of the photon number
we find 〈

µ
∣∣ N̂ ∣∣µ〉= µ.

Which is why it is convenient to label coherent states with µ.

The probability distribution for a coherent state |µ〉 is given by the Poissonian
statistics:

P(n) = e−µ µn

n!
.

The Poisson distribution of the photon number is a problem with regard to the
security of QKD. The protocol assumes that a single photon source is used, but
now there is a chance that two or more identical photons are emitted.
For µ = 0.1, the probability for a multiphoton pulse is about 5%, which can be
exploited by performing a so called photon-number splitting (PNS) attack [14].
An attacker who performs a PNS attack blocks all single-photon pulses. The
multiphoton pulses are transmitted to Bob, but the attacker removes one or more
photons from the pulses. He then stores them safely27 and waits until Alice and
Bob (publicly) perform their basis reconciliation. Then the attacker mimics the
basis choices of Bob for the measurements on the stored photons. This allows the
attacker to fully construct the secret key without leaving any trace.
The most recent method to address this issue the decoy protocol has been de-
veloped by X.-B. Wang [16]. Here two different laser intensities are used and
monitored, which allow Alice and Bob to detect any tampering by Eve.

26Definition of the (photon) number operator N̂: N̂ |n〉= n |n〉 .
27In a way that protects them from decoherence.
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2.3.5 The quantum channel
The quantum channel can be realized either by optical fibers or free space, which
will be discussed in the following.

2.3.5.1 Fiber

Using a fiber can be attractive, since the preexisting fiber network (within build-
ings and cities) could be used, which would allow the construction of plug-and-
play QKD components that can just be added to the existing infrastructure [25],
[26], [27]. Every fiber (with length l) comes with a fixed attenuation α, depending
on the used material, which determines the transmission:

t = 10−αl/10.

For fibers in the existing network, we find a minimum in the attenuation at 1330 nm
(α ≈ 0.34dB/km) and 1550 nm (α ≈ 0.2dB/km). Since the fiber fixes the wave-
length and the loss we can not change anything to decrease the loss, which leads
to a practical length limitation of about 100 km for a such a fiber based link, unless
a quantum repeater could be used 28.

Due to birefringence fibers are not practical for polarization based QKD, but when
other degrees of freedom are used to encode the information, like time-phase cod-
ing, fibers can be utilized [11].

2.3.5.2 Free space

While for a fiber only two wavelength ranges can be effectively used free space
links offer a much broader range of wavelengths that can be used due to the sev-
eral transmission windows of the atmosphere (see figure 2.9).
Additionally the atmosphere is only weakly dispersive, at the typical transmission
window wavelengths. Together with the fact that the atmosphere is also practi-
cally non-birefringent it leads to a preservation of the polarization state during the
transmission through the atmosphere.
However, there are also disadvantages. Since the photons are sent through the
air the quality of this channel depends drastically on the atmospheric conditions,
where turbulences and clouds can drastically change the quality of the channel in
a more or less unpredictable manner [22]. To overcome this, the current condi-
tions can be probed with a reference beam.
Another issue that affects the performance of the QKD system is background radi-
ation (from terrestrial and extraterrestrial sources). By employing spectral, spatial

28The current record for fiber-based QKD is 404 km [24].
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Figure 2.9: The Transmission of the atmosphere for optical and near infra-red
light. This curve is the result of a simulation using the LOWTRAN code for
earth-to-space transmission at the elevation and location of Los Alamos, USA.
Taken from [11].

and temporal filtering, it is possible to do QKD even in daylight conditions, which
has been demonstrated in the past [21].
Besides the atmospheric losses, there also exists geometrical losses due to beam
divergence: tan(θ) = λ

πw0
, where θ denotes the divergence angle, λ the wavelength

and w0 the waist. This effect can also be reduced with appropriate optics for the
sender and receiver. However, especially in a satellite this becomes challenging,
as one may not have the freedom for arbitrary optical corrections due to size,
weight and budget restrictions.
Finally it should be noted that most losses in free space links are not due to the
attenuation, which is much lower compared to the attenuation in fibers, but due
to scattering. This is why QKD with satellites is so attractive, since the scattering
decreases as the density of the atmosphere becomes smaller and smaller. This
makes free space links possible for distance that could never be covered with a
conventional fiber.
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Chapter 3

The hand-held QKD experiment

In this chapter we explore the hand-held QKD experiment designed by several
scientists of the group of Prof. Weinfurter, most notably by Dr. Gwenaelle Mélen
[31] and Tobias Vogl [35]. The inner workings of the sender unit Alice will be
described. The crucial components of electronics and optics will be explained
such that it will be clear which role they serve for the complete hand-held module
and its operation. The final section deals with the receiver Bob. The receiver
not only consists of a BB84 state analysis unit but also incorporates elements to
correct for the rotation and the movements of the users hand.

3.1 Alice

The Alice hand-held QKD module is designed for short range free space key dis-
tribution using the polarization degree of freedom of weak coherent light pulses.
This module mainly consists of two distinct parts: the Field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) driven electronics module, which generates fast electrical pulses
and the optics module, which creates the corresponding optical pulses.

3.1.1 The Alice electronics module
Figure 3.1 depicts a schematic of the electronics module. The module can be
controlled by a computer via a USB 2.0 connection. On the computer a program
called alice-control can be used via the bash to pass pulse parameters onto the
FPGA. The FPGA then distributes the corresponding signals to the delay chip
and the VCSEL driver. The logic gate has a fixed configuration and is not altered
for different sets of pulse parameters. After passing through these elements the
signal generated by the VCSEL driver is transmitted via a connector to the optics
board, where the VCSELs receive the signal. In the following section the action
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Figure 3.1: A schematic picture of the Alice electronics module. They key compo-
nents are displayed together with some important connections. The module can be
controlled via a computer, which connects via USB to the FPGA Spartan 3E. The
FPGA sits on the development board EFM-01. The FPGA controls the actions of
the delay chips (Micrel SY89297U) and of the VCSEL driver (ONET4291VA). The
driver signal is then transmitted onto the optics board via a connector. The logic
gates (Micrel SY55851) programming is fixed to act as an AND gate. A 100 MHz
clock is distributed via a buffer to the FPGA and the delay lines. In particular we
see two clock signals, denoted c1,c2 being distributed to a Delay chip. Both sig-
nals get delayed by d1,d2 respective, denoted by the additional d in the subscript.
The second signal gets additionally inverted. The AND gate then combines both
signals. The VCSEL Driver receives this signal together with the values for the
bias current Ibias and the modulation current Imod . The signal from the VCSEL
Driver is then forwarded to the Alice optics module via some connector. Adapted
from [33].
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of each component will be explained in more detail, but still simplified, such that
an operational understanding can be achieved.

The delay chips (Micrel SY89297U) receive two identical clock signals from the
buffer, which just copies and distributes the signal from the 100 MHz clock. The
delay chip receives the delay parameters da,db ∈ [0,1023] from the FPGA and
delays one or both clock signals by an amount ta = 5ps ∗ da and tb = 5ps ∗ db.
Additionally the output wiring is such that one clock signal gets inverted. This
is more convenient for the next component. The two (delayed) clock signals are
then passed on to the logic gate.

The logic gate (Micrel SY55851) is fixed to work as an AND gate. Here a short
pulse is created via an AND gate of two (delayed) clock signals, where one clock
signal is inverted1. This allows the logic gate to effectively create short pulses
with a pulse width of about ∆t ≈ |da− db| ∗ 5ps. The combination of the delay
chips and the AND gate enables this module to create very short pulses, which
can additionally be shifted in time. This short electrical pulse is then sent to the
VCSEL driver.

The VCSEL driver (ONET4291VA) receives control signals from the FPGA which
define the bias current Ibias and the modulation current Imod in our configuration
(open loop configuration) in the following way:

Ibias = 100 µA+47 µA∗b
Imod = 100 µA+68 µA∗m

with the bias parameter b ∈ [0,255] and the modulation parameter m ∈ [0,255].
The modulation current can be tuned, by changing the MODR setting (called
MODR in the Driver manual) from 68µA to 51µA, but this needs to be done via a
reprogramming of the FPGA (this can not be done with alice-control).
When the VCSEL driver receives the signal from the logic gate its modulation is
triggered (with the saved parameters for Ibias, Imod).

1Note that without an inversion of one of the two clock signals the minimum pulse length
would be about 5 ns (figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: The left picture illustrates the effect of the delay chips and of the logic
gate. The right pictures depicts how the net current (orange) results from the bias
current Ibias and the modulation current Imod . Ith marks the threshold current for
the VCSELs under which they do not emit any light. Note that the bias current is
below the threshold current. The VCSELs are switched on only for a short amount
of time, determined by the width of the modulation peak. Taken from [33].

The parameters are entered via the before mentioned alice-control program, which
has the following control parameters and values:

parameter description values
-c channel 0,1,2,3 or −1 for all
-b bias [0,255]
-m modulation [0,255]
-da delay line a [0,1023]
-db delay line b [0,1023]
-bb beacon bias [0,255]
-bm beacon modulation [0,255]
-h help message -

Table 3.1: The Alice module is controlled via the bash program alice-control. This
table contains all parameters that can be easily set, without needing to reprogram
the FPGA. The parameters are forwarded to the FPGA, who then passes them on
to the delay chips and the driver in the appropriate format.

Example: alice-control -c 3 -b 5 -m 2 -da 100 -db 330 delays the clock signal a
by 500 ps and the clock signal b by 1650 ps. The resulting electrical pulse has a
width of about 1150 ps. The VCSEL driver creates a bias current of 335 µA and a
modulation current of 236 µA.
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Figure 3.3: The VCSELs (VI Systems V25A-850C12SM) emit light roughly
around the wavelength 850 nm. The distance between the four VCSELs is 250 µm.
A Micro-lens array is used to focus the VCSEL beams onto four different waveg-
uide inputs, before which the polarizers are used to prepare the four BB84 states.
The waveguide has four inputs but only one output and enforces a spatial overlap
of the four states. A beacon at the wavelength of 680 nm is used for clock syn-
chronization, beam tracking and besides that, also aiming becomes easier as a red
spot can be seen by the user at the entrance pinhole of the receiver. Taken from
[30]

Note that the delay chip and the driver will be explored in more detail in section
6.3 and 6.2.

3.1.2 The Alice optics module

The optics module consists of a PCB VCSEL carrier board and several optical
components. The PCB contains only a connector, to enable a cable connection
with the Alice electronics board and a special gold surface where the VCSEL
array is glued on. A schematic of the optics module with an explanation of the
purpose of each component can be seen at figure 3.3, but note that the PCB is very
simplified in this figure. A more detailed figure of the PCB VCSEL carrier board
can be seen at figure 3.4, also with some additional remarks. Finally it should be
noted that this PCB VCSEL carrier board was redesigned, but this will explored
later in section 4.2.

VCSELs are solid-state lasers, which emit their light perpendicular to their sur-
face. Their cavity consists of distributed Bragg reflectors, which are made up of
alternating layers of AlAs and GaAs. Each layer has a thickness corresponding
to one quarter of the laser wavelength. The laser wavelength is determined by the
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Figure 3.4: The Eagle design layout of the PCB VCSEL carrier board. On the left
side the connector can be attached, which routes the signals to the four Vertical-
cavity surface-emitting laser diodes (VCSEL). The VCSEL array is glued onto
a gold plane (the red rectangle with the black border). The wires running from
the connector to the gold plane also have a gold end (the red rectangles in front
of the rectangle labeld VCSELS). The VCSELs are connected to the wires via
bonding. The wire contacts are gold, as well as the VCSELs contacts, which
is why a gold wire is used for the bonding process. The bonding process will
explained in more detail in section 4.1.3. On the bottom side (in blue) of the
PCB is a big groundplane (abbreviated as GND). The optical components (micro-
lens array, polarizers, waveguide circuit) will be mounted above the optics region
(marked by the black doted rectangle). The green rings are viases which connect
the VCSELs groundplane to the PCB ground plane, which is in turn connected to
the connector ground. Taken from [31].
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length of the cavity. The active area inside the cavity is made up of InGaAs-GaAs
quantum wells. The VCSEL is typically electrically connected via top and bottom
contacts to the PCB.
VCSELs have several advantages compared to edge-emitting laser (EEL) and
light-emitting diodes (LED), like the lower requirement of power or current, a
more effective conversion of energy and the very narrow and directed beam.
VCSELs are widely used for example for data transmission in optical fibers, laser
printers and in optical mice.
More details about VCSEL can be found in the book by Rainer Michalzik [36].

The VCSELs (VI Systems V25A-850C12SM) receive the electronic pulse gener-
ated by the VCSEL drivers via the connector from the electronics board. The
VCSELs then emit a corresponding optical pulse. First an array consisting of
twelve VCSELs was used, but only four of those were chosen to be used as a
starting point for the BB84 states. The light coming out of the VCSELs maybe
polarized along some defined direction or it can also be completely unpolarized2.
These pulses have been further characterized for a different VCSEL array and the
results will be explained in detail section 5.4 and section 5.5.

The micro-lens array focuses the light coming from the VCSEL array into the
waveguide to ensure a good coupling with minimal losses.

The wire-grid polarizers (see figure 3.5) are used to prepare the BB84 states
|V 〉 , |M〉 , |P〉 , |H〉. These polarizers act as filters (as explained in section 2.3.4.1).
This set of polarizers consists of a thin gold grating, created via focused ion beam
milling. It features an extinction ratio between 1150 and 1800 and has a transmis-
sion coefficient of 0.09 for light with 850 nm.
Note that the polarizers are oriented in a way such that after the waveguide the
four BB84 states appear, and not right after the polarizer. The birefringence of the
waveguide changes the polarization and this effect is counteracted by preparing
these adapted states instead.

The waveguide circuit ensures that the four VCSEL outputs are spatially over-
lapped, which prohibits to distinguish the four BB84 states by just looking which
VCSEL lights up. This would basically couple the spatial degree of freedom to
the polarization degree of freedom, which is used to encode the information. Thus
an observation of the spatial position would allow immediately to determine the

2Unpolarized light is not not polarized, but is instead randomly polarized, making it impossible
to predict which polarization a photon will have. The polarization quality can be quantified via the
degree of polarization, which is 1 for perfectly polarized light and 0 for unpolarized light.
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Figure 3.5: The left picture shows the orientations of the four wire-grid polarizers.
The gold grid is 265 nm thick on top of a glass substrate. Each polarizers covers
an area of 120 µm ∗ 120 µm. The distance between the center of each polarizer
is 250 µm. The right picture shows a closeup of the grid with a spatial period of
500 nm (from [31]).

polarization, without affecting it. So this action by an attacker would not affect
the state and thus would not be detectable by Alice and Bob. This weakness could
compromise the complete security of the BB84 protocol. In the description of
the BB84 protocol no such element is mentioned, because it is assumed the the
four BB84 states are completely uncorrelated with other degrees of freedom. In
the experiment or implementation this has to be considered and enforced, since
otherwise the security is compromised by this side-channel.
This single-mode waveguide was fabricated by the group of Prof. Dr. R. Osel-
lame at the Politecnico di Milano in Italy. The group used tightly focused ultra-
short laser pulses to write the different paths into the glass substrate (Corning R©

EAGLE2000T M). The laser effectively increases the index of refraction locally,
creating a waveguide structure similar to a singlemode fiber. At so called interac-
tion zones, two of these waveguides are only separated by 7 µm, with the result of
evanescent coupling between the modes. The interaction length is 450 µm,which
results in a 50 : 50 splitting ration [30]. Unfortunately the polarization states are
changed while traveling through the waveguide, due to its small birefringence
∆n = 7∗10−5. This rotation needs to be compensated, which can be precompen-
sated by the orientation of the polarizers.

When the light emerges from the waveguide it is overlapped with a beacon signal
via a dichroic beamsplitter. The beacon VCSEL emits visible light with 680 nm
(red). Since this Alice module is supposed to be a prototype for a hand-held
unit this beacon facilitates aiming, since the wavelengths of the BB84 light is not
visible (850 nm) for the human eye. Additionally the beacon is used for clock
synchronization between the sender and the receiver. A detailed analysis of the
hand-held performance of this module was done by Jannik Luhn in his master’s
thesis [34].
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Figure 3.6: On the left side a picture of the waveguide illustrate the arrangement of
the four paths in three-dimensional space. On the right side the top view onto the
waveguide to see the four paths in a two-dimensional plane. The light enters on
the left side, where the four paths are separated by a distance of 250µm. On each
intersection of two paths the coupling ratio is 50%, which leads to a unbiased
coupling into each of the four paths by all four inputs. The output of the blue,
green and purple path is blocked. Only the red path has an open output, which is
used as our output of the prepared BB84 state. Taken from [31].
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3.2 Bob

Figure 3.7 depicts the receiver setup, consisting of a standard BB84 polarization
analyzer unit (PAU) and additional components required for the hand-held opera-
tion of the sender module.

Figure 3.7: A schematic of the receiver setup. The motorized half-wave plate
(HWP) is used for the reference frame alignment. Two pinholes (P) enclose the
HWP. The voicecoil mirror and the quadrant photo diode (QPD) enable beam
tracking. The fast photodiode (PD) serves for clock synchronization. The beam
splitter distributes the beacon onto the QPD and the PD. The spatial filter is used
to minimize stray light entering the receiver and to close the spatial mode side-
channel [29]. The state compensation consists of three wave plates that are used
for phase compensation of the polarization states. Then the light enters the po-
larization analyzer unit (PAU) to measure the four BB84 states. Adapted from
[33].

A motorized half-wave plate is used to compensate a rotation that the hand-held
user may introduce by holding the device tilted. For the correction a smartphone
is placed on the Alice module that reads out its orientation via a gyroscope. The
data are than transmitted via Wi-Fi to the receiver computer, which takes the data
to orient the motorized half-wave plate mounted in a step motor serving for the
alignment of Alice’s and Bob’s reference frame.

It can be practically impossible for a person to aim through the spatial filter, as the
acceptance angle is only±0.08◦. Due to this additional beam tracking is required.
Here, the beacon gets separated by the dichroic mirror from the BB84 beam and is
diverted onto a quadrant photo diode (QPD). This creates the reference signal for
an electronically controllable voicecoil mirror. This mirror can correct for angular
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misalignments up to 3◦ for both axes.

Alice and Bob need to synchronize their clocks so that they label each pulse or
qubit with the same integer number j. Two independent clocks would run out
of synchronization after a short amount of time. Due to this the beacon laser
is modulated with the clock of the sender. Bob decouples the beacon from the
BB84 signal via the dichroic mirror and forwards it into an amplified photodiode
(PD), which feeds a clock recovery chip electronics. The clock recovery signal is
then transmitted to the timestamp unit that also records the times of the detection
events.
This scheme is not ideal, as a loss of the beacon signal requires complex post pro-
cessing, described in more detail in [34]. This clock scheme does not correspond
to an absolute clock synchronization, which is why in the current state of this ex-
periment a known key of definite length was repeatedly sent.

The spatial filter is designed to close the spatial mode side-channel, which would
otherwise compromise the security of the setup [29].

In any real setup Alice can not produce each BB84 state with a fidelity of one. Ad-
ditionally components at the receiver side can be polarization dependent, which
means that they additionally alter the states in a non-uniform way. Due to this, a
state compensation is employed via three wave plates. Since every incoming state
is rotated the same it is unlikely that all states will be perfect afterwards, but the
rotation will be performed such that the QBER is minimized (see section 2.3.3).

To further aid a hand-held user to aim through both pinholes (P) (separated by
about 15 cm) a audio feedback was installed. Here a deep pitch indicates a good
coupling and a high pitch indicates bad coupling. Due to this even an untrained
user could achieve key rates of several kbits per second [34].

The polarization analyzer unit (PAU) measures the four BB84 states. The beam
splitter (BS) reflects and transmits the incoming photon with a probability of 50%.
If the photon is reflected it travels along the σ̂z path where it encounters a polar-
izing beam splitter (PBS) that transmits |H〉 and reflects |V 〉. If the photon is
transmitted by the BS it travels along the σ̂x path. Here the photon encounters a
half-wave plate, which performs a Hadamard transformation. After that follows
another polarizing beam splitter (PBS) that transmits |H〉 and reflects |V 〉, which
results in total in a measurement of |+〉 and |−〉.
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Chapter 4

Assembly and design of the PCB
VCSEL carrier board

In this chapter we will first see how a PCB VCSEL carrier board is assembled. We
see in particular how a new VCSEL array (RayCan RC12xxx1-A4) is connected
to a PCB VCSEL carrier board. This process consists of three major steps, all of
which are explained in the following section. The second section then explores
the design of a new VCSEL carrier board. This new board will feature a new
connector to allow connections to a new Alice electronics module (designed by
C. Sonnleitner [33]). Additionally the new board was made as small as possible,
which allowed a decrease of its size (or its area) by a factor of two.

4.1 Assembly

Here we will explore the assembly of a PCB VCSEL carrier board. First we need
to clean the PCB. After that the new VCSEL array (RayCan RC12xxx1-A4) can be
glued to the PCB. This step requires a special electrically conductive glue, because
the glue fixes the position of the VCSEL array on the board and also connects the
bottom contact of the VCSEL array with the electronic wiring of the PCB. The
final step is concerned with the bonding procedure. Here the VCSEL top contacts
get connected to the PCB wiring. To perform this step a special bonding machine
is required.

This new VCSEL array got assembled on an old PCB VCSEL carrier board (fig-
ure 4.1), old compared to the new design of the next section 4.2. This old carrier
board works well with the old Alice electronics module, which is explained in
detail in chapter 3. The new PCB VCSEL carrier board of the next section only
works with the new modular electronics module, unless a connection-converter
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Figure 4.1: The old PCB VCSEL carrier board. The VCSEL will be placed on the
left big golden rectangular region. The VCSEL will be glued to that golden rect-
angle via a specific electrically conductive glue. On the right side a connector will
be added, to allow an electrical connection to the Alice electronics module. The
VCSEL will then be directly controlled by the laser driver of the Alice electronics
module.

module is used. This new electronics module consisits of several smaller mod-
ules, which allows faster testing of new electronic components, like new delay
lines, logic gates or VCSEL drivers. The old electronics module is one module,
where all electronic components are on the same PCB, because the goal was to
create a module for hand-held operations for short-distances. Due to the different
goals the designs vary drastically.

4.1.1 Preparation

Before any component (Glue, VCSEL array, gold wire or connector) can be added
to the PCB it needs to be cleaned. The first cleaning process involves Acetone.
The whole board should be engulfed in a small Acetone bath to remove of any
fats and oils. The second cleaning process involves Isopropyl. Isopropyl should
be applied similarly to Acetone. Both substances remove fats, but the order is im-
portant, because Acetone vaporizes rather quickly and leaves a thin Acetone film
on the PCB surface. This small surface is then removed with Isopropyl, which
vaporizes much more slowly and does not leave such a film. After the cleaning
processes the PCB should be briefly dried.
It is also possible to clean a PCB using Oxygen plasma. However, this can not be
recommended for PCBs with gold surfaces. The plasma cleaning process made
bonding to the gold surfaces practically impossible. The reason may be that the
Oxygen plasma made the gold perceptible to create Gold-oxid. This Gold-oxid
then seemed to forbid any bonding attemps with a pure gold wire.
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4.1.2 Gluing

The VCSEL get glued onto the PCB with a special electrically conductive glue
(EPO-TEK R© H20S from Epoxy Technology). This glue consists of two compo-
nents, A and B, which have to be mixed together with a mass ratio of 1:1. Note
that both components have a different density, which means the mass ratio does
not translate to a volume ratio. A precision scale is necessary to arrive at the de-
sired mass ration for these two components. Once the components are combined
the glue can be put on the gold rectangle, where the VCSEL array is supposed to
be placed. The glue can be applied with the edge of a razor, or alternatively via a
very thin wire. The glue should only be applied very thin, such that the VCSEL
array can not be completely submerged in it. If too much glue is used one can eas-
ily clean the PCB board for a second try. Proper glue distribution is rather tricky
and requires some training. Once the glue is appropriately distributed on the gold
surface the VCSEL array can be placed using a tweezer on top of the glue.
Before the VCSEL array can be placed on the glue one should check its orienta-
tion. The individual VCSEL, which make up the VCSEL array, are not rotation-
ally symmetric, which can be seen on figure 4.3. Therefore the placement of the
VCSEL arrays in the package (the package in which they are delivered) has to be
checked via a microscope. The correct way to place the VCSEL array is with all
electrical top contacts facing the four golden wires, coming from the connector. If
the VCSEL array is oriented differently (180◦ degrees rotated) the bonding wire
can block a part of the VCSEL beam.
After the placement of the VCSEL array inside the glue, with the right orienta-
tion and parallel to the side of the gold rectangle, the glue needs to be hardened.
This is done by putting the VCSEL carrier board inside a oven for 90 minutes at
a temperature of 80◦ Celsius.

4.1.3 Bonding

A wedge-bonding machine is used to establish an electrical connection between
the wiring of the PCB VCSEL carrier board and the VCSEL. A wedge-bonder
uses ultrasonic energy and pressure to connect the gold wire via a (bonding) nee-
dle to the gold surface. The bonding machine has six parameters which can be
tuned to change the bonding behavior. It is possible to change the bonding height,
the temperature of the bonding wire, the power of the first bond P1, the bonding-
time of the first bond T1, the power of the second bond P2 and the bonding-time of
the second bond T2. But the sample defines the nature of the wire (in this case we
use gold) which in turn defines the wire temperature. The sample also defines the
bonding height so effectively one can only tune the four remaining parameters for
our PCB VCSEL carrier board. The appropriate choice of parameters depends on
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4. Assembly and design of the PCB VCSEL carrier board

Figure 4.2: This picture illustrates the difference between the two bonds. The first
bonding process or step leaves a bit of an extra wire dangling around. The second
bonding process or step leaves no extra wire and creates a flat end. This needs
to be taken into account, when the first and second bonding surface are chosen.
When the VCSEL array is bonded the first bond should be on the gold contact at
the end of the PCB wiring, while the second bond should be on the VCSEL top
contact. This way no dangling wire can hang into the light emission area of the
VCSEL. It should also be stressed that the first bond can be done more accurately
than the second bond. During the first bonding process the bonding needle can be
seen directly, while during the second bonding process the gold wire is partially
in front of the needle which makes the proper placement more difficult.

the sample and has to be found empirically.
In order to find the correct bonding parameters the bonding behavior should be
tested with a dummy. Here ideally an identical PCB is used to find a set of bond-
ing parameters for this particular PCB. At the same time the opportunity should
be used to learn a skillful use of the bonding machine. It should also be noted
that the bonding process is not completely symmetric, which means that there is
a difference between the first and the second bond. This difference is displayed in
figure 4.2 and explained in the caption. A failed bonding attempt always leaves
behind some gold-dirt. Ideally each of the four bonding attempts works at the first
time, since the number of tries is limited, because at some point too much gold-
dirt will be on the bonding pad. The quality of the bonding can be superficially
checked via a microscope. Ultimately the electronic connections have to checked
by connecting a laser driver to the VCSEL and confirming via a camera that they
emit light.

4.1.4 α 2017

The PCB VCSEL carrier board I assembled was named α 2017, because it was
the first new VCSEL board that was created in 2017. The preparation went well,
but unfortunately I encountered difficulties during the other steps.
During the gluing process I distributed too much glue on the VCSEL carrier sur-
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4.2. DESIGN OF A NEW VCSEL CARRIER BOARD

face, but noticed it only after the hardening of the glue, when the VCSEL array
was already submerged in it (figure 4.3). The placement of the VCSEL array in-
side the glue is also not optimal, because the array is slightly tilted, which can be
seen once photos of the array are taken. There not all four VCSEL can be focused
at once, hinting at the fact that the array is tilted and the different VCSEL are at
different focal lengths from the objective.
If another module is assembled it should be checked that the glue is distributed
extremely thin, which requires a lot of practice. Additionally the VCSEL place-
ment needs to be done with great care. It should be ensured that the array is placed
parallel to the side of the gold rectangle and that the array is parallel to the surface
of the carrier board. This could be done by pushing the VCSEL array carefully
down inside the glue. During this it has to be ensure that no extra glue spills on top
of the VCSEL, thereby creating a short circuit between top and bottom contacts
or spilling onto the light emission area.
For the bonding of α 2017 (figure 4.3) I found the bonding parameters

(
P1 =

5,T1 = 5,P2 = 5,T2 = 5
)

effective. Due to the differences of the first and the
second bond, the first bond was placed on the ends of the wires and the second
bond was placed on the VCSEL top contact, to ensure that no dangling wire hangs
above the light emission area of the VCSEL.

Figure 4.3: The left picture show the whole array after the bonding procedure.
The picture in the middle shows first VCSEL of the array (counting from left to
right) before the bonding procedure. The right picture shows the second VCSEL
of the array after the bonding procedure.

4.2 Design of a new VCSEL carrier board

In the previous chapter a new VCSEL array was assembled onto an old PCB VC-
SEL carrier board. In this chapter I describe the design of a new PCB VCSEL
carrier board. This new board features new micro-coaxial connectors (CONN
UMC RCPT STR 50 OHM SMD from Molex). These new connectors are neces-
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4. Assembly and design of the PCB VCSEL carrier board

sary to use the new modular Alice electronics module designed by C. Sonnleitner
[33]. Additionally the goal was to make this new board as small as possible, in
order to improve the capability to be integrated. Furthermore it was important
to have matching impedances of the PCB wires and the connectors to minimize
reflections of the signal at the connections.

The old carrier board used one big connector, containing wires for all four VC-
SELs. The new connectors can only carry signals for one VCSEL each, which
is why now four connectors are needed. This allows to use different delay chips,
logic gates and drivers for each of the four VCSELs and improves the individual
VCSEL testing. These new connectors are also more firmly placed on the PCB,
while the old ones could often easily brake from the Alice electronics module.
The total size of these four connectors basically determined the total size of the
module. The different connector types can be seen on figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The left picture shows the old connector between the Alice electronics
module and the PCB VCSEL carrier board. On the electronics side the cables are
simply soldered onto the PCB. The picture in the middle shows the new connec-
tors. The mainboard, containing the FPGA and the clock, connects via flexible
flat cables to the module containing the delay chip, the logic gate and the driver.
This module then has the micro-coaxial connectors (CONN UMC RCPT STR 50
OHM SMD from Molex) which connects it to the PCB VCSEL carrier board. The
picture on the right shows the new PCB VCSEL carrier board. The array is glued
on the PCB and bonded to it, but the bonding wires are too small to be seen.

Besides the addition of the new connectors the size should also be reduced. Since
the minimum size of the board is determined by the total size of the four con-
nectors their size was reduced. In particular the size of their soldering pads was
reduced by a factor of two. This increases the soldering difficulty of these con-
nectors. Soldering by hand turned out to be rather difficult and not stable as con-
nectors broke off the PCB when a cable was supposed to be taken out of the
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connector. Using reflow soldering for this task turned out to be a good choice.
The soldering paste could be applied by hand via a syringe, without the need to
use a soldering-mask. This way reliable connections could be achieved, without
creating short-circuits between the signal and the ground. This allowed the con-
struction of a compact carrier board 11.2 mm wide and 9.3 mm high, whose total
size is reduced by a factor of two, compared to the previous carrier board. Both of
these size related issues can be seen in figure 4.6, as well as a fully soldered board
with the connectors.

The third issue that needed to be addressed was the impedance matching. The
cables and the connectors have an impedance of 50 Ω, which had to be matched
by the PCB wires, to minimize the reflections of the signal at the intersection
of the wires and the connectors. For this carrier board groundplanes were cho-
sen instead of ground wires, where the impedance Z calculates as 64.09 Ω. This
calculation was performed via an online-calculator for coplanar waveguides with
ground characteristic impedance1. The evaluated formula is taken from the book
Transmission Line Design Handbook by Brian C. Wadell [46]. Unfortunately this
does not precisely match the desired impedance of 50 Ω, but this was the best
possible value that could be achieved. In principle there are five parameters that
affect the impedance, but three of them are fixed by the PCB manufacturer, like
the thickness h = 1.5 mm of the PCB, the relative dielectric constant εe f f = 4.3
and the wire height wh = 0.07 mm. The wire width and the gap width are also
not arbitrary and for this design the wire width w = 0.5 mm and the gap width
g = 0.16 mm was chosen.

Note that when the four wires come together (in front of the VCSEL placement
surface) they decrease in size from 0.5 mm to 0.2 mm. This is necessary to ensure
that the four wire ends are close enough together to allow a bonding with the VC-
SEL, who are separated by merely 250 µm. Figure 4.5 shows the eagle layout of
the board.

1Link: http://chemandy.com/calculators/coplanar-waveguide-with-ground-calculator.htm
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4. Assembly and design of the PCB VCSEL carrier board

Figure 4.5: The Eagle design layout. Elements which are placed on the top side
are red. Elements which are placed on the bottom side are blue. Both sides have
two groundplanes, indicated by the doted rectangle around the four connectors.
Only one rectangle is visible, because they are placed on top of each other. The
orange border marks the physical size of the board. The green circles are viases
which connect the two groundplanes and allow a faster heath distribution. The
new carrier board is 11.2 mm wide and 9.3 mm high.
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Figure 4.6: The left picture shows the top and bottom side of the new VCSEL
carrier board (11.2 mm x 9.3 mm). Both sides have big ground planes. All the
wiring is done with gold, because the VCSEL need to be bonded to gold contacts.
For further processing (addition of the other optics module) a 1.5 mm wide (naked)
border was added. The white rectangle provides guidance and orientation during
the placement of the additional optical components (spacers, polarizers etc.). The
picture in the middle shows that the new module is roughly only half as big as the
original module. The picture on the right shows the bottom side of the module
with the connectors attached.
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Chapter 5

Characterization of the VCSEL

In the previous chapter the assembly of a PCB VCSEL carrier board (α 2017)
was explained. There a new VCSEL array (RayCan RC12xxx1-A4) was placed
on an old PCB VCSEL carrier board. In this chapter this newly assembled board,
or more precisely the VCSEL array, is characterized to test how suitable it is for
QKD. A comprehensive characterization is crucial, since a detailed understand-
ing of the photon source is necessary to ensure optimal operation parameters, as
well as being certain that the source does not offer any side-channels that can be
exploited.

Figure 5.1: The left picture shows the Alice electronics module, the PCB VCSEL
carrier board α 2017 and a lens. This basic setup is used for all characteriza-
tion measurements of the VCSEL. The right pictures shows a zoomed in view on
α 2017. The grey blob on the PCB is the glue that connects the VCSEL to the
PCB ground plane. The small black rectangle inside the glue is the VCSEL array.
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5.1 Optical output power measurement

The first questions with regard to this new VCSEL array is how the optical out-
put power depends on the driving current, which is provided by the laser driver.
This can be measured with a power meter, that picks up the light emitted by the
VCSELs for different currents. This measurement will also reveal the threshold
current at which the VCSELs start lasing.

5.1.1 Measurement setup
The measurement of the power emitted by the VCSELs can be easily done via a
power meter, on which the light of the VCSELs is collimated on. The power meter
is connected via USB to a computer, which also connects to the Alice module.
This allows the control of both devices with the computer. For this purpose a
measurement script was written in Python, which can change the parameters for
the electronics module and record data from the power meter.
For this measurement it is sufficient to operate the VCSELs in the continuous
wave mode, which is why all pulse parameters are set to zero. The only parameter
that will be varied is the bias b, which determines the bias current

Ibias = 100 µA+47 µA∗b.

Figure 5.2: The measurement setup for the current-power measurement. A com-
puter is connected via USB to the Alice module. The Alice module consists of the
electronics module (AE) and the PCB VCSEL carrier board (AO). The VCSELs
emit light which is collimated via a lens onto the power meter (PM). The power
meter is connected via USB to a computer. The laser light is depicted as a red
beam. The cable connections are depicted as black lines. This holds for all future
measurement sketches as well.

In general we have b ∈ [0,255], but the VCSELs can not take arbitrary high cur-
rents. The maximum current for this new VCSEL array is IMAX = 5 mA, according
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5.1. OPTICAL OUTPUT POWER MEASUREMENT

to its data sheet. This means the maximal bias bMAX = 104. Due to this limit a
maximal bias value bmax = 100 was chosen, which results in maximum output
current Imax = 4.8 mA. This bias value will be approached in steps of size five,
for the first measurement run. This first measurement run will give an overview
over the overall behavior of the power with respect to the current. It is expected
that there is some peak power for some current, after which the power will drop
again for increasing currents, this so called thermal roll-over is caused due to the
internal heating for high currents [36].
A second measurement run will take a closer look at the region for small output
currents to determine the threshold current. Here the current-power relation is
expected to be linear. Due to this the second measurement run will approach a
maximal bias bmax = 42 in steps of size one.
The following two tables give an overview over all used parameters and their re-
spective values:

parameter description values
-c channel 0,1,2,3
-b bias 0, 5, 10, 15, ..., 100
-m modulation 0
-da delay line a 0
-db delay line b 0
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 5.1: The alice-control parameter set for the first current-power measurement
run.

parameter description values
-c channel 0,1,2,3
-b bias 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ..., 42
-m modulation 0
-da delay line a 0
-db delay line b 0
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 5.2: The alice-control parameter set for the second current-power measure-
ment run.
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5.1.2 Measurement results and discussion
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Figure 5.3: The measured current-power curves for the first measurement run.
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Figure 5.4: The measured current-power curves for the second measurement run.
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The overall shape of both measurement runs is as expected. The first run shows a
peak power, after which the power drops again for an increasing current. This run
also shows a rather different behavior of channel 3 with respect to the other chan-
nels. This extraordinary behavior was repeatedly observed. It turned out that it is
reproducible and not a fluke. The other three channels on the other hand behave
rather similar.
The second run shows a linear behavior, for small current values, starting at thresh-
old current until roughly 1 mA. The run also shows that for small currents the
four channels behave more similarly. However, channel 3 still sticks out as the
most powerful channel. The other three channels have very similar power outputs
for a fixed current. The second run also shows that the VCSELs lase for a bias
b = 3. Thus the lasing threshold current lies somewhere between Ib=2 = 194 µA
and Ib=3 = 241 µA.
The extraordinary behavior of channel 3 can not be explained in a satisfying way.
It is possible that the bonding quality is different for the four VCSELs and that
the connection for channel 3 is much better than the others, which could result
in a higher efficiency. However, under the microscope no difference can be seen.
There is unfortunately no known other way to test the bonding quality, except
via the microscope or by checking the light output. It could also be possible that
this difference is introduced during the manufacturing process, possibly during
the cutting of the array, since this special VCSEL corresponding to channel 3 is
at one of the two end points (see Appendix section 8.3 for a figure illustrating the
VCSEL channel correspondence). Similar behavior has been measured for other
arrays by Dr. G. Mélen during her characterizations of VCSEL arrays [31]. There
also extraordinary behviour was observed for a VCSEL at the edge of the array.
These results show that if all four VCSELs need to be operated such that the in-
tensity for all four channels is equal, then different parameters should be be used.
At least Channel 3 may need a different set of parameters then the other channels.
If this is not checked during the operation this may introduce a side-channel, since
the different intensities could be used to distinguish the four VCSELs and thus the
four BB84 states.
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5.2 Stability of the output power

After the measurement of the power it is important to check the stability of the
emitted power, for a fixed bias or bias current. If the power fluctuates fast and
drastically future measurements can be more difficult, because fluctuating power
can influence the measurement results. Future measurements, discussed in this
thesis, will take only a couple of minutes, so this timescale will be of interest to
us. For this measurement the same setup as before can be used.

5.2.1 Measurement setup

The measurement setup for the time-power measurement is identical to the setup
for current-power measurement, depicted in figure 5.2.

The computer controls again the Alice module and receives data from the power
meter. Now we are interested in the stability of the power for a fixed current or
bias value. In principle any current value from the allowed ones, which is below
the maximum current of the VCSELs, can be taken. The stability can also be
checked for any amount of time. For future experiments a stability for a couple of
minutes should be sufficient to ensure that the VCSELs behave the same during
one measurement run.
For this measurement a bias b = 85 was chosen, which corresponds to a bias cur-
rent Ibias = 4.095 mA. The power for this fixed current was measured continuously
for ten minutes and for each of the four VCSELs.

parameter description values
-c channel 0,1,2,3
-b bias 85
-m modulation 0
-da delay line a 0
-db delay line b 0
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 5.3: The alice-control parameters for the time-power measurement.
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5.2.2 Measurement results and discussion
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Figure 5.5: The measured time-power curve.

Several measurements of this kind were performed, all of which are accurately
represented by the observed behavior depicted on the right plot of figure 5.5. All
four channels show a stable behavior on the order of minutes.
After that similar measurements were performed with longer measurement times.
Additionally runs were performed with breaks of several minutes between differ-
ent measurement runs. Short pulse parameters, like the one from the spectrum
measurement (see section 5.3), were also tested. All the gathered data showed a
stable behavior for all four VCSELs and for each measurement run.
The stability of the VCSELs is pretty good (on the order of µW ), since future
measurements rely on a constant behavior of the VCSELs.
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5.3 The Spectrum

A measurement of the spectrum serves many purposes. The security of the BB84
protocol rests on the fact that the four BB84 states that we prepare are identical in
every degree of freedom, with the exception of the the degree of freedom, which is
used for encoding. Due to this it is mandatory that the four VCSELs have identical
wavelengths, or that their slightly different spectra have a big enough overlap so
that a filter can be used to cut off any unique feature of the spectrum from one
particular VCSEL.

5.3.1 Measurement setup

Figure 5.6: The spectrometer setup for the measurement of the spectrum. A com-
puter is connected via USB to the Alice module. The Alice module consists of the
electronics module (AE) and the PCB VCSEL carrier board (AO). The VCSELs
emit light which is collimated via lens and directed into a fiber coupler (FC). Fil-
ters (F) are necessary to keep the power at the spectrometer (SM) under a certain
level to avoid damaging the spectrometer. The spectrometer consists of a grating
and a camera. The deviation of the light beam caused by the grating is used to
deduce its wavelength.

The measurement setup for the spectrum is depicted in figure 5.6. The spectrom-
eter consists of a diffraction grating and a camera. The grating deflects the light
according to its wavelength and distributes it onto different positions on the cam-
era, from which we obtain a wavelength dependent intensity.

Since we use short pulses for QKD we measure the spectrum with pulse parame-
ters.
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parameter description values
-c channel 0,1,2,3
-b bias 1
-m modulation 255
-da delay line a 100
-db delay line b 403
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 5.4: The alice-control parameters for the measurement of the spectrum.

5.3.2 Measurement results and discussion

Figure 5.7: The measured spectrum of the four VCSELs.

The four VCSELs have a sharp spectrum. The VCSELs corresponding to the
channel 0,1 and 2 also exhibit a somewhat large overlap. Unfortunately channel
3 is very far off and has practically no overlap with channel 0. Due to this no
wavelength-filter can be used to cut off unique parts of the spectrum. This VCSEL
array thus opens a side-channel, since at least some of the four BB84 states can
be distinguished by measuring the wavelength.
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To close this side-channel for future arrays one could pre select single diodes,
by characterizing each one and then placing the most suitable ones on the PCB
VCSEL carrier board. Another option would be to use MEMS-tunable VCSELs,
where the wavelength can be manually tuned to enforce the overlap. A different
solution might also be to use local heating of the VCSEL to tune its wavelength.

5.4 Temporal pulse shape

Since we want to generate short pulses with the four VCSELs we need to explore
the pulse parameters space, in order to find which parameters work best for each
VCSEL. It is important to ensure that each pulse is as short as possible. It is
also vital that all four VCSELs can create similar shapes, so that they can not be
distinguished via their temporal pulse shape, since this would otherwise create
a side-channel. For this measurement an avalanche photodiode (APD) and an
oscilloscope is needed.

5.4.1 Measurement setup

The oscilloscope (LeCroy Waverunner 640 Zi) is configured to record the time-
difference between the signal from the APD, which corresponds to the detection
time of a photon, and one from the clock (Alice’s clock). The oscilloscope then
just counts how often which time difference occurs. This creates a histogram that
depicts the temporal pulse shape.
The APD can measure maximally four million events per second. A higher value
should not be reached, since this can permanently damage the APD. To prevent
this several filters are mounted in front of the APD, together with a wavelength-
filter. The wavelength-filter reduces stray light from the laboratory and ensures
that practically only light from the VCSELs triggers the APD.
The computer can read out the latest APD counts via the time-to-digital-converter
(TDC) and the program counter. Additionally the data can also be recovered from
the oscilloscope. Several manipulations on the received data can be done with the
oscilloscope, which is why it is used to directly construct the histogram, which
corresponds to the temporal pulse shape. For the histogram the time-difference of
Alice’s clock and an APD detection event is measured.

In the next section the measurement results for the parameters given in the table
below can be seen. These parameters correspond to very short pulses, which are
typically of interest for QKD.
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Figure 5.8: The measurement setup for the temporal pulse shape measurement.
A computer is connected via USB to the Alice module and to the oscilloscope.
The Alice module consists of the electronics module (AE) and the PCB VCSEL
carrier board (AO). The VCSELs emit light, which is here depicted as a red beam,
which is collimated with a lens. The light is then coupled via two mirrors into an
avalanche photodiode (APD). Before the light hits the APD several filters (F) de-
crease its intensity, to ensure that the APD is not oversaturated. The clock signal
from the Alice electronics module (AE) is forwarded to a clock conversion unit
(CC). There the clock is converted from a 100 MHz clock to a 40 MHz clock.
The 40 MHz clock is then coupled into a time-to-digital-converter (TDC) which
is also connected to the computer and the APD. Each trigger of the APD is here
coupled with a time-stamp. This combined data is then forwarded to the com-
puter. Additionally the signal from the APD and from the Alice module clock is
transmitted to an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is configured to record the tem-
poral pulse shape. The pulse shape data can then be accessed via the computer,
which is connected via USB to the oscilloscope. The TDC can be used to read out
data directly from the APD, via the counter program. The oscilloscope can also
do that, but it can additionally perform more complex data manipulation, which is
necessary for the measurement of the temporal pulse shape.
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parameter description values
-c channel 0,1,2,3
-b bias 2
-m modulation 255
-da delay line a 150
-db delay line b 360
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 5.5: The alice-control parameters for the temporal pulse shape measure-
ment.

Note that a wider set of parameters has also been explored whose plots can be
found in the appendix section 8.4.

5.4.2 Measurement results and discussion
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Figure 5.9: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 0.
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Figure 5.10: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 1.
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Figure 5.11: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 2.
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Figure 5.12: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 3.

The weighted counts Nw are calculated as follows from the measured count:

Nw = N∆t ∗
csec

∑∆t N∆t
.

Here N∆t denotes the number of photons that were detected with the time differ-
ence ∆t. The counts of photons per second are denoted by csec. The measured
number for csec is in the top right corner of each plot denoted as count, next to the
Full width at half maximum (FWHM), which characterizes the temporal width of
the temporal pulse shape. ∑∆t N∆t denotes the sum of N∆t over all measured time
difference ∆t, which is the the total number of detected photons.

Further measurements of the temporal pulse shapes for different parameters can
be found in section 8.4.

It is possible to create short pulses with a FWHM of about 60 ps with all four
VCSELs. Channel 0,1 and 2 have a similar temporal pulse shape. The shape of
channel 3 is a bit odd, but in later experiments a similar shape could be changed
to shape which comes closer to the shape of the other three channels simply by
improving the position and orientation of the lens in front of the VCSELs (see
section 8.4 figure 8.4).
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Identical arrivals times of the VCSELs can also be achieved by using the same
delta delay |da− db| to create the same temporal pulse shape, while increasing
both delays by the same amount. For the presented pusles (figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11
and 5.12) the biggest time difference is 500 ps, which can be eliminated by adding
or subtracting 100 from both delay parameters.
Despite some differences, it seems possible to find suitable parameters, which may
be distinct, for all four VCSEL to create four identical temporal pulse shapes. It
is important that this can be done, since a different temporal pulse shape could
otherwise be exploited to distinguish the four BB84 states. Thus such a difference
would constitute another side-channel.
Since identical temporal pulse shapes can be created with this VCSEL array it can
be used for QKD.
The additional plots in the appendix section 8.4 show further interesting behavior
for different sets of parameters. More differences between the four VCSELs be-
come apparent for longer pulse lengths and for an increased bias.
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5.5 Tomography

After the measurement of the temporal pulse shape it is of importance to know
which polarization state are emitted by the VCSELs, as well as their respective
degree of polarization. For this purpose a tomography has to be performed. The
tomography is supposed to be done for interesting pulse parameters. In order to
also allow a measurement of the temporal pulse shape the oscilloscope is added
to the setup.

5.5.1 Measurement setup

Figure 5.13: The measurement setup for the tomography and the temporal pulse
shape measurement. A large part of this setup is identical to the temporal pulse
shape measurement setup (figure 5.8), only three components have been added.
A step drive motor controller (SD) which is connected to a computer and to two
motorized components. These components are a motorized quarter-wave plate
(MWP) and a motorized polarizer (MP). Both components can be directly con-
trolled via the computer, via the cutecom program.

This measurement setup allows a tomography, as well as a temporal pulse shape
measurement. To achieve the later only the oscilloscope needs to be added. All
other components are required for the tomography. A tomography is the measure-
ment of the polarization vector, which can be expressed as a Bloch vector ~B ∈R3,
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5.5. TOMOGRAPHY

instead of some complex vector |b〉 ∈ C2. A measurement of the Bloch vector
allows the reconstruction of the polarization state and the determination of the de-
gree of polarization.

The key components for the tomography are the motorized quarter-wave plate and
the motorized polarizer. The polarizer is a nanoparticle linear film polarizer and
works as explained in section 2.3.4.1. A quarter-wave plate turns linearly polar-
ized light into left/right circular polarized light, if the angle between the axes of
the polarizer and the axes of the quarter-wave plate is 45◦. If the relative angle
is 0◦ nothing happens and for all other angles elliptically polarized light is created.

For the measurement of the Bloch vector (or polarization state) we need to mea-
sure the projections onto the six polarization states |H〉 , |V 〉 , |P〉 , |M〉 , |L〉 and |R〉
(table 2.2). These projections can be achieved with appropriate orientations of the
polarizer and the quarter-wave plate:

projection MWP orientation MP orientation
|H〉 0◦ 0◦

|V 〉 0◦ 90◦

|R〉 0◦ 45◦

|L〉 0◦ −45◦

|P〉 −45◦ −45◦

|M〉 −45◦ 45◦

Table 5.6: The different orientations of the motorized quarter-wave plate (MWP)
and the motorized polarizer (MP) to ensure a projection onto these six polarization
states.

Before a tomography is performed the complete setup is tested. This can be done
by preparing a specific polarization state, like |H〉, and performing a tomography
on this known state. To ensure a proper working of the tomography it is necessary
to find the correct step-motor position of the motorized components to realize the
orientations of table 5.6. Due to this all used components were calibrated before
the test of the setup. The step-motor positions were experimentally determined,
in a measurement of the polarization axes of the MP, as well as a measurement of
the the fast or slow axes of the MWP, by using a (vertical) reference polarizer.

The correct orientations of the motorized components are programmed into a
python script, which adjusts the positions of the MWP and the MP, while it records
also the measured events via the APD. The APD basically measure the intensity
for the six polarization projections, which in turn allows a reconstruction of the
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polarization state or Bloch vector ~B ∈ R3, whose components are calculated as

~B =

vx
vy
vz

=


IH−IV
IH+IV
IP−IM
IP+IM
IR−IL
IR+IL



The six polarization projection states correspond to the following Bloch vectors:

|H〉 ↔ ~BH =

+1
0
0

 |V 〉 ↔ ~BV =

−1
0
0

 |P〉 ↔ ~BH =

 0
+1
0


|M〉 ↔ ~BM =

 0
−1
0

 |R〉 ↔ ~BR =

 0
0
+1

 |L〉 ↔ ~BL =

 0
0
−1



If the intensity during the measurement is constant one should find IH + IV =
IP + IM = IR + IL. Given ~B the degree of polarization (DOP) corresponds to the
length of the Bloch vector and is thus calculated as

DOP =
√

vx2 + vy2 + vz2.

A DOP = 1 corresponds to completely polarized light, meaning that every photon
has the same polarization. If the DOP = 0 the light is unpolarized, meaning that
the polarization of each photon is random and there is no pattern or preference
with respect to some polarization. A DOP between 0 and 1 corresponds to par-
tially polarized light, which means that some amount of the photons exhibits some
preferred polarization, but not all photons share that preference.

At first a wide parameter sweep was done, during which many temporal pulse
shape measurements were performed. Then it was decided to look at three pulse
parameter sets, which give rise to short pulses (with bias b=1) and to medium and
long pulses (with bias=2). These three types of pulses are generated with the fol-
lowing parameters:
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parameter description values
-c channel 0,3
-b bias 1
-m modulation 255
-da delay line a 100
-db delay line b 403
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 5.7: The alice-control parameters for the tomography for short pulses.

parameter description values
-c channel 0,3
-b bias 2
-m modulation 255
-da delay line a 100
-db delay line b 600, 900
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 5.8: The alice-control parameters for the tomography for medium and long
pulses.

Additionally a tomography was also performed for the continuous wave emission
of channel 0 and channel 3 with a bias b = 17.

Note that the measurement of the polarization state, as well as the measurement
of the temporal pulse shape, are only performed for channel 0 and channel 3. This
should be sufficient, since in the past channel 0,1 and 2 always behaved quite sim-
ilarly. Channel 3 often stood out, which is why these two channels of the four
available once have been chosen for this measurement. Note that the temporal
pulse shape of all four channels have been measured previously (see section 5.4).

It was necessary to increase the bias for the medium and long pulses, because
otherwise too few photons were measured for channel 0. The increased bias im-
proved the counts per second (denoted as count in the plots) by two orders of
magnitude.
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5.5.2 Measurement results and discussion
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Figure 5.14: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 0 of the short pulse
with bias b = 1. The left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with the projec-
tion onto the horizontal polarization state. The right picture shows the temporal
pulse shape with the projection onto the vertical polarization state.

For channel 0 with the short pulse parameters the following Bloch vector and DOP
was measured:

~B0,s =

−0.93210±0.00034
−0.0476±0.0009
−0.0032±0.0009

 , DOP0,s = 0.93243±0.00034
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Figure 5.15: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 0 with the medium
pulse length and with bias b = 2. The left picture shows the temporal pulse shape
with the projection onto the horizontal polarization state. The right picture shows
the temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the vertical polarization state.
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For channel 0 with the medium pulse parameters the following Bloch vector and
DOP was measured:

~B0,m =

−0.93642±0.00015
−0.0499±0.0004
−0.0065±0.0004

 , DOP0,m = 0.93777±0.00015
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Figure 5.16: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 0 with the long pulse
length and with bias b = 2. The left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with
the projection onto the horizontal polarization state. The right picture shows the
temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the vertical polarization state.

For channel 0 with the long pulse parameters the following Bloch vector and DOP
was measured:

~B0,l =

−0.90409±0.00031
−0.0474±0.0007
−0.0128±0.0007

 , DOP0,l = 0.90542±0.00032

For channel 0 with the continuous wave parameters the following Bloch vector
and DOP was measured:

~B0,cw =

−0.98833±0.00022
−0.0700±0.0015

0.0270±0.0015

 , DOP0,cw = 0.99117±0.00025
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Figure 5.17: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 3 with the short pulse
with bias b = 1. The left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with the projec-
tion onto the horizontal polarization state. The right picture shows the temporal
pulse shape with the projection onto the vertical polarization state.

For channel 3 with the short pulse parameters the following Bloch vector and DOP
was measured:

~B3,s =

−0.7263±0.00005
−0.0754±0.0008
−0.0304±0.0008

 , DOP3,s = 0.7309±0.0005
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Figure 5.18: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 3 with the medium
pulse with bias b = 2. The left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with the
projection onto the horizontal polarization state. The right picture shows the tem-
poral pulse shape with the projection onto the vertical polarization state.

For channel 3 with the medium pulse parameters the following Bloch vector and
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DOP was measured:

~B3,m =

−0.80716±0.00033
−0.0768±0.0006
−0.0342±0.0006

 , DOP3,m = 0.81154±0.00033
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Figure 5.19: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 3 with the long pulse
with bias b = 2. The left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with the projec-
tion onto the horizontal polarization state. The right picture shows the temporal
pulse shape with the projection onto the vertical polarization state.

For channel 3 with the long pulse parameters the following Bloch vector and DOP
was measured:

~B3,l =

−0.7336±0.0004
−0.0630±0.0007
−0.0364±0.0007

 , DOP3,l = 0.7372±0.0004

For channel 3 with the continuous wave parameters the following Bloch vector
was measured:

~B3,cw =

0.98145±0.00008
0.1253±0.0004
0.0353±0.0004

 , DOP3,cw = 0.99005±0.00009

Additional plots can be found in the appendix section 8.5. Here temporal pulse
shape plots for projection onto the polarization |P〉 , |M〉 , |R〉 , and |L〉 are shown.
The shapes for these state are all fairly similar, so there is no big difference like
for the |H〉 and |V 〉 polarization states. This due to the fact the the emitted polar-
ization states are close to |V 〉.
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The following tables allow a quick comparison of the results for channel 0 and
channel 3. Here FHWMav denotes the average for all six projections onto |H〉,
|V 〉, |P〉, |M〉, |R〉, and |L〉 (the additional plots can be found in the appendix sec-
tion 8.5). The counts per second are summed for the projection onto |H〉 and |V 〉
and are denoted as cH+V .

short pulse channel 0 channel 3

Bloch vector

−0.93210
−0.0476
−0.0032

 −0.72635
−0.0754
−0.0304


DOP 0.93243 0.7309

FWHMav 92.5 ps 67.2 ps

cH+V 438849 739735

Table 5.9: Comparison of the two channels for short pulse parameters.

medium pulse channel 0 channel 3

Bloch vector

−0.93642
−0.0499
−0.0065

 −0.80716
−0.0768
−0.0342


DOP 0.93777 0.81154

FWHMav 93.8 ps 58.3 ps

cH+V 2335382 1259997

Table 5.10: Comparison of the two channels for medium pulse parameters.
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long pulse channel 0 channel 3

Bloch vector

−0.90409
−0.0474
−0.0128

 −0.7336
−0.0630
−0.0364


DOP 0.90542 0.7372

FWHMav 236.8 ps 70.0 ps

cH+V 771401 947286

Table 5.11: Comparison of the two channels for long pulse parameters.

continuous wave channel 0 channel 3

Bloch vector

−0.98833
0.0700
0.0270

 0.98145
0.1253
0.0353


DOP 0.99117 0.99005

Table 5.12: Comparison of the two channels for continuous wave parameters.

The average DOP for channel 0 is 0.92, if all measurements with vastly different
pulse parameters are considered (all but the continuous wave parameters). For
channel 3 the average DOP is 0.76, if all measurements with vastly different pulse
parameters are considered (all but the continuous wave parameters). Both chan-
nels show thus a high degree of polarization, for short, medium and long pulses.
This is a vastly different behavior with respect the old VCSEL array. The old ar-
ray had a low DOP for short pulses (around 0.30), while only long pulses resulted
in a higher DOP [31]. The emitted state comes close to the vertical polarization
state, except for the continuous wave operation of channel 3, which comes close to
the horizontal polarization state, but this changes with different biases. However,
since short pulses are of interest the inclination towards the vertical polarization
state needs to be considered. Additionally with this high1 degree of polarization
the preparation of the BB84 states needs to take these two facts into account.

For these sets of parameters the pulses from channel 3 are shorter or have a lower
FWHM than the pulses from channel 0. However, for other sets of pulse parame-

1The degree of polarization of these VCSELs (RayCan) is high compared to the previously
used VCSELs from VI Systems [31].
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ters it is possible to get similar pulse widths.

Since channel 3 already turned out to be brighter, for the same bias current in sec-
tion 5.1, it is not surprising to see that channel 3 also typically gets higher counts
per second (denoted by cH+V ). The brightness should only be adjusted after the
decision which VCSEL will be used to prepare which BB84 state, since this will
alter the brightness. If the VCSEL of channel 0 or 3 are used to prepare the |P〉
or |M〉 via a wire-grid polarizer the intensity will be reduced by a factor of 2, for
example.

Before the complete Alice optics module gets assembled a full tomography on
all four VCSELs should be performed. Then it is possible to chose the optimal
distribution of BB84 states onto the four VCSELs.
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5.6 Electrical Pulses

Previous measurements have shown that channel 3 acts very differently than the
other channels. The origin of this difference may lie in a different electronic
response for the same pulse parameters. This may come from some minor defect
in a component, the electrical wiring of the PCB or in one of the connections
of a component with the wiring. To analyze this the electrical pulses need to be
observed. If the electrical pulses are identical for channel 3 and 2 then the optical
response should be the same, unless the origin for their difference lies within the
VCSELs themselves.

5.6.1 Measurement setup

Figure 5.20: The measurement setup for the electronic pulse measurement. A
computer is connected via USB to the Alice module. From the Alice module only
the FPGA and the driver are displayed, the other components are omitted. The
common ground is displayed in green. All those ground pads are connected via
some layer in the PCB of the electronics module. The connection to the VCSEL
carrier board is replaced by a resistor. This resistor mimics the VCSEL and allows
a measurement of the electrical pulse shape via the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
is connected to one of the common grounds of the Alice module. The other part of
the probe then measures the electrical pulse at the resistor. For this measurement
the channels two and three were chosen as a representative sample.

The electrical pulses can not be measured while the VCSELs are still connected,
because the current or voltage of the probe may severely damage them. Due to
this the VCSELs are disconnected from the electronics module (or their connector
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is) and instead a resistor is used to replace them. The resistance is chosen sim-
ilar to the resistance of the VCSEL. The old VCSELs from VI Systems have a
resistance of 50 Ω, while the new RayCan VCSELs have a resistance of 300 Ω.
These values are taken from the VCSEL array data sheets, but there is no way to
experimentally verify them. The RayCan VCSEL typically have a resistance of
300 Ω, but the maximum value they may have is 500 Ω, which means there is a big
uncertainty in the actual resistance of the array. However, due to this two different
resistances are used so that the behavior of pulses for these two different resistance
can be used to deduce from them the behavior for even higher or lower resistances.

It is expected that the electrical pulse length is determined by the two delay values
da,db. Given these parameters we should find that the electrical pulse length

tDD = |da−db| ∗5 ps,

if the component behaves accordingly to its data sheet. For fixed da = 100 differ-
ent values for db are picked such that the pulse of every successive run is twice as
long as his predecessor.

parameter description values
-c channel 2,3
-b bias 2
-m modulation 255
-da delay line a 100
-db delay line b 200, 300, 500, 900
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 5.13: The alice-control parameters for the electronic pulse shape measure-
ment.

The delta-delay is defined as

DD = |da−db|.

Due to this we find for the fixed da = 100 and for the db from table 5.13 DD ∈
{100,200,400,800}. Which in turn results in the following predicted electrical
pulse lengths

t100 = 0.50 ns,
t200 = 1.00 ns,
t400 = 2.00 ns,
t800 = 4.00 ns.
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5.6.2 Measurement results and discussion

Figure 5.21: Electronic channel 2 with a 50 Ω resistor

Figure 5.22: Electronic channel 3 with a 50 Ω resistor
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Figure 5.23: Electronic channel 2 with a 300 Ω resistor

Figure 5.24: Electronic channel 3 with a 300 Ω resistor

Additional plots can be found in the appendix section 8.6. Here the pulse param-
eters from the tomography section were used, together with one additional short
parameter set for bias b = 2.
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Channel 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
R in Ω 50 50 50 50 300 300 300 300
DD 100 200 400 800 100 200 400 800
FWHMp in ns 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0
FWHMm in ns 0.5 0.9 1.8 3.5 0.6 1.0 1.9 3.5

Table 5.14: Comparison of the predicted pulse width FWHMp and the measured
pulse width FWHMm for channel 2.

Channel 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
R in Ω 50 50 50 50 300 300 300 300
DD 100 200 400 800 100 200 400 800
FWHMp in ns 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0
FWHMm in ns 0.6 1.0 1.8 3.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.5

Table 5.15: Comparison of the predicted pulse width FWHMp and the measured
pulse width FWHMm for channel 3.

The measured pulse widths FWHMm are read off figures 5.21, 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24.

The electrical pulses behave approximately as expected, at least for delay-delays
DD ∈ [100,400], meaning that their electrical pulse width roughly obey the for-
mula

tDD = |da−db| ∗5 ps.

Longer pulses (around DD = 800) seem to deviate more from it.

While comparing the two responses for the two different resistors it becomes ap-
parent that a higher resistance results in pulses which are closer to the ideal rectan-
gular shape. The smaller resistance yields pulses with additional features besides
the basic rectangular structure. These features are much smaller for the higher re-
sistance and they become more notable for shorter pulses, especially for the lower
resistance.

The electrical pulses of the electronic channel 2 and 3 look (qualitatively) very
similar. There seems to be no discernible difference between those two electronic
channels, or striking features that are unique to a specific channel.

Due to this the difference in their temporal pulse shapes for identical parameters
can not be attributed to different electronic channels.
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The VCSELs themselves may behave differently than the resistors, since the tem-
poral pulse shape of the optical pulses looks very different than the pulse shape of
the electrical pulses. It is also possible that the different VCSELs within the array
have different resistances, which in turn changes the electrical pulses they receive.
The origin of this may lie in manufacturing differences or a different number of
bonding attempts for each VCSEL. Each bonding attempt affects the VCSEL and
it is possible that the introduced change depends on the number of attempts until
a successful bond is created. A difference in their respective bonding quality may
also be the reason, but this can not be easily determined.
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Chapter 6

Electronics and FPGA control

This chapter deals with characterization of the electronics designed by Clemens
Sonnleitner [33]. The purpose of this new electronics is to enable faster testing
of new components, as well es new techniques for the short pulse generation.
Specifically the mainboard (Alice_test_mainboard_rev2) is tested together with
the configuration of the FPGA (Spartan 3E). The role of the FPGA is to send
pulse control parameters it receives from the computer via alice-control to the de-
lay chip and the VCSEL driver. Those signals are measured and compared to the
required patterns.

Figure 6.1: The left picture shows the FPGA on the EFM 01 evaluation board.
The right picture shows the mainboard, with the FPGA mounted on it.

6.1 The FPGA

The FPGA used here is a Spartan 3E from Xilinix embedded in an EFM 01 evalu-
ation board from Cesys. This board (and thus the FPGA) can be connected via an
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USB platform cable from Xilinx to a computer. Then the FPGA can be configured
using the ISE Design Suite from Xilinx.
For this measurement a new FPGA was configured using a template from the
existing program specifically written for the design of the hand-held Alice unit
described in section 3.1. The program had to be adapted to fit the newly de-
signed electronics mainboard. In particular, the old board used shared (SCLK)
connections for some components, whereas here every component has an individ-
ual connection for each signal1. Due to this difference the original configuration
can only be used to control two of the four channels (or VCSEL drivers) at the
same time, which is why the it was adapted to use channel 0 and channel 32. To
use all four channels (at the same time) the configuration of the FPGA needs to be
rewritten.

6.2 The delay chip

The delay chip (Micrel SY89297U) receives data serially via the four input signals
SLOAD, SDATA, SCLK and EN (see figure 6.2). SDATA (20 bits) transmits the
delay data da, db, if SCLK (clock signal) is high. This data is written into a
register on the chip. SLOAD then commands to transfer the data to the two delay
lines. A short high signal at SLOAD transfers the data, whereas a constantly low
SLOAD signal leads to no such transfer and the transmitted delay parameters are
not used. If the data is transfered then EN enables the delay with the parameters
that were transfered from the first register to the specific delay line (a or b).
Note that the delay parameters for SDATA are written in reverse order, meaning
that the least important bit is the left-most bit and the most important bit is the
right-most bit.
All of this will be shown in detail in section 6.5.

1In the previous design a SCLK connection is shared between the two delay chips of channel
0 and 1, as well as another shared SCLK connection between the two VCSEL drivers. Channel 2
and 3 are similarly connected.

2Note that it is possible to use either channel 0 or channel 1 together with channel 2 or channel
3.
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Figure 6.2: A schematic of the delay chip together with important input and output
signals from the FPGA.

6.3 The VCSEL driver

The VCSEL driver (ONET4291VA) receives serially data via the two input signals
SDA and SCLK. SCLK is a clock signal, while the parameters are transfered via
the SDA signal.
The driver has an 11 Bit shift register, consisting of 8 bits of data and 3 bits to
address one of three possible registers.

3 Bit address register
000 control functions
001 modulation current
010 bias current

Table 6.1: The three VCSEL driver register addresses and their purpose.

The control function register only uses 6 of the available 8 bits.

Bit register purpose
0 - unused
1 - unused
2 MODR Sets the modulation current range
3 FLTEN Enables and disables the fault detection
4 OLE Enables and disables the open loop
5 PDR Sets the photodiode current range
6 PDP Sets the photodiode polarity
7 ENA Enables and disables the laser driver chip

Table 6.2: The control function bits of the control function register.
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6. Electronics and FPGA control

Figure 6.3: A schematic of the VCSEL driver together with important input and
output signals from the FPGA. The signals correspond to parameters set via alice-
control.

The modulation current and bias current register are fairly similar. Both receive 8
bit numbers, which directly correspond to a set bias b and modulation m. Since 8
bits are used both parameters range between 0 and 255.

All of the values for the control, modulation and bias register are transmitted via
the SDATA signal, if the SCLK signal is high as well. This will be shown in detail
in section 6.5.

6.4 Measurement of the FPGA signal

Figure 6.4: Measurement setup for the analysis of FPGA signals. The FPGA is
controlled via a computer, which is connected to the FPGA board via USB. At
the mainboard, the FPGA is connected to a clock and a clock buffer. All other
components, like delay chips, logic gates and the VCSEL drivers are placed on
other subboards, which get connected to the mainboard via the four connectors
and flexible flat ribbon cables. All signals from the FPGA reach a connector line,
for the beacon or for one of the four VCSELs. The Alice_test_mainboard_rev2
here is connected to the empty board containing only SMA connectors for the the
oscilloscope.
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6.4. MEASUREMENT OF THE FPGA SIGNAL

The measurement setup is depicted in figure 6.4. Here different parameters are
sent to the FPGA, via the computer program alice-control, and the signal from the
FPGA is then transmitted to an additional board via the flat ribbon cable. There
an oscilloscope is connected to display the signal of channel 0, which corresponds
to connector 1.
For this measurement, several pulse parameters were sent via the computer to
the FPGA. The FPGA then sends corresponding signals to the delay chip and the
VCSEL driver. These signals are then captured via the oscilloscope and evaluated.

parameter description values
-c channel 0
-b bias 42
-m modulation 67
-da delay line a 222
-db delay line b 555
-bb beacon bias 0
-bm beacon modulation 0

Table 6.3: The alice-control parameters for the FPGA signal measurement.
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6. Electronics and FPGA control

6.5 Measurement results

Figure 6.5: The four signals from the FPGA for programming the delay chip and
the VCSEL driver measured with an oscilloscope. The four signal have 15 time
slots were parameters are set, via a high SCLK signal.

Figure 6.6: Time slot 1 determines the VCSEL driver control functions for all
channels.

Reconstructing the binary code for the first time slot we find

000 10010100
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6.5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Since this is an 11 bit signal we see that this is a valid signal for the VCSEL driver.

The first three bits (counting from left to right) determine that the following values
are for the control functions. Using table 6.2 we can deduce the meaning of the
remaining 8 bits, of which only 6 bits are used. The forth bit enables the chip. The
fifth bit sets the photodiode polarity bit as 0, which corresponds to the operation
as a common cathode. The sixth bit determines the photodiode current range to
be between 0 µA and 250 µA with a resolution of 1 µA. The seventh bit enables
the open loop configuration, which sets the bias to be

Ibias = 100 µA+47 µA∗b.

The eighth bit disables the fault detection. The ninth bit sets the modulation cur-
rent range to be between 100 µA and 15400 µA with a step size of 68 µA (instead
of the default 12000 µA with a step size of 51 µA). The last two bits are not used.

Figure 6.7: Time slot 2 determines the VCSEL driver bias current for channel 0.

For the second time slot we find

010 00101010

The first three bits (counting from left to right) determine that the following values
fix the bias current. The following eight bits determine the bias current value

001010102 = 4210.

Thus we have found the bias value b = 42, which we set via alice-control for
channel 0. Thus we conclude that position 2 determines the bias current for the
VCSEL driver 0.
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6. Electronics and FPGA control

Figure 6.8: Time slot 3 determines the VCSEL driver modulation current for chan-
nel 0.

For the third time slot we find

001 0100011

The first three bits (counting from left to right) determine that the following values
are for the modulation current. The following eight bits determine the bias current
value

010000112 = 6710.

Thus have found the modulation value m = 67, which we set via alice-control.

Figure 6.9: Time slot 4 determines the delay chip parameters for channel 0
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6.5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Reconstructing the binary code for the forth time slot we find

0111101100 1101010001

Since this is a 20 bit signal we see that this is a valid signal for the delay chip.

These 20 bit should be the da,db values, but before they can be decoded we need
to reverse their order

0111101100 1101010001→ 1000101011 0011011110.

Now we can decode these two 10 bit values

10001010112 00110111102 = 22210 55510.

Thus we have found the delay values da = 222 and db = 555, which we set via
alice-control. These values were written into the register and than forwarded to
the two delay lines, because at the end of the two signals (SCLK and SDATA) a
peak of SLOAD can be seen, which triggers the transfers of the delay values from
the register to the two respective lines. Without this peak of SLOAD the delay
data would not be used.

Similar data was collected for channel 3 with similar results. Here time slot 11
encodes the bias current and time slot 12 sets the modulation current for VCSEL
driver 3. Time slot 13 programs the delay parameters for delay chip 3.
Additionally many other alice-control parameter sets were used and measured, all
of which agree with the presented data and explanation.
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6.6 Conclusion

The new mainboard (Alice_test_mainboard_rev2) functions properly, as well as
the existing FPGA configuration. The FPGA sends the correct signals to the delay
chip and the VCSEL driver. As a result of the measured and decoded data the
structure summarized in table 6.4 behind the time slots has been found.

Time slot Purpose
01 VCSEL driver control functions
02 VCSEL driver 0 bias current
03 VCSEL driver 0 modulation current
04 Delay chip 0 delay parameters
11 VCSEL driver 3 bias current
12 VCSEL driver 3 modulation current
13 Delay chip 3 delay parameters

Table 6.4: The FPGA signal time slot identification.

With the existing configuration two of the four channels can be used simultane-
ously, but to use all four channels at the same time the FPGA configurations needs
to be adapted to the new electronics design.
The remaining time slots are used to program the delay chips and VCSEL driver
belonging to channel one and two, as well as the VCSEL driver for the beacon.
Due to the measured data it seems likely that time slots five and six set the bias and
modulation current of channel one, while time slot seven sets the parameters for
the delay chip. Time slot eight and nine contain the bias and modulation parame-
ters of channel two, while time slot ten programs the delay values. This leaves the
final two time slots, fourteen and fifteen for the beacon bias and modulation.
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Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

This thesis describes the assembly of a VCSEL carrier board and the characteri-
zation of a new VCSEL array. Also, first steps were taken towards the verification
of the new sender mainboard designed by Clemens Sonnleitner [33], as well as a
test of the FPGA configuration.

The first major part of this master’s thesis dealt with the assembly of a VCSEL
carrier board. Here a new VCSEL array was placed on an old carrier board. Ad-
ditionally a new carrier board was designed, with new connectors. The new board
is also only half as big as the old one. A further decrease in size is only possible if
other connectors are used. This small module was designed to allow a connection
with the newly designed modular electronics, as well as a possible implementa-
tion in a satellite.

In the second part of this thesis the new VCSEL array was characterized with
respect to its usability for QKD. Several tests were performed, all of which al-
lowed for an employment in a QKD unit. The 4th VCSEL (or channel 3) of this
array showed in several measurements extraordinary behavior, which was con-
firmed to be due to the VCSEL itself and not due to differences in its electronics
channel. This has to be considered during the assembly of the complete optics
module. The temporal pulse shape measurements showed that rather short pulses
(FWHM≈ 60 ps) can be created with these VCSELs and similar pulse shapes can
also be found. The tomography showed that these VCSEL show a high degree of
polarization (DOPchannel0 ≈ 0.92, DOPchannel3 ≈ 0.76) and their respective polar-
ization state for short pulses comes close to the vertical polarization state. The
only issue compromising the security is presented by the four different wave-
lengths, which makes this sender unit vulnerable to attacks, where this difference
is exploited to distinguish the four BB84 states.
The extraordinary behavior of channel 3 may be due to the cutting of the VCSEL
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7. Summary and outlook

array. This could be tested in the future by purchasing an array with six VCSELs,
where only the inner four VCSELs are used for the preparation of the BB84 states.
Alternatively an even bigger array could be bought in the hope that some of the
four VCSELs, who lie next to each other, have a spectrum with big enough over-
laps to allow a wavelength filtering to close the wavelength side-channel.

Finally the newly designed electronics mainboard and the FPGA configuration
was tested. Both tests came out positive, meaning that the mainboard and the
FPGA configuration both work well. For a complete utilization of the mainboard
the configuration needs to be adapted further, to allow the use of the full potential
of the new modular design. The reaming electronics module containing the delay
chip, the logic gate and the VCSEL driver also need to be tested. Adding new
electronic components will also require additional changes of the FPGA configu-
ration.
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Chapter 8

Appendix

8.1 The Bloch sphere

Given σ̂x, σ̂y and σ̂z we can construct an operator for some arbitrary direction (of
spin). This new operator is defined via a sort of dot-product with a unit vector ~n
which points along some direction in 3D space. Our new operator is defined as
σ̂θ,ϕ =~n ·~̂σ with:

~n =

nx
ny
nz

=

sin(θ)cos(ϕ)
sin(θ)sin(ϕ)

cos(θ)


This unit vector~n determines a direction in space in terms of θ and ϕ.

~n ·~̂σ =

sin(θ)cos(ϕ)
sin(θ)sin(ϕ)

cos(θ)

 ·
σ̂x

σ̂y
σ̂z

= sin(θ)cos(ϕ)σ̂x + sin(θ)sin(ϕ)σ̂y + cos(θ)σ̂z

Thus we find our new operator:

σ̂θ,ϕ =

(
cos(θ) sin(θ)e−iϕ

sin(θ)e+iϕ −cos(θ)

)
The eigenvaules are +1 and −1.
The eigenstates are (in the σ̂z eigenstate-basis):

|~n;+〉= cos
(

θ

2

)
|0〉+ sin

(
θ

2

)
e+iϕ |1〉 and

|~n;−〉= sin
(

θ

2

)
|0〉+ cos

(
θ

2

)
e+iϕ |1〉
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8. Appendix

Figure 8.1: The bloch sphere depicts a complex qubit state in real 3D space.

We can picture these states on the Bloch sphere.
If we imagine we start out with a state |~n;+〉 where θ = 0 and ϕ = 0 we get |u〉. If
we rotate θ of this state by 360◦ or 2π we get |d〉. We see that a regular full rotation
does not equal a full rotation in Hilbert space (where the state vector lives)1. In
order to rotate fully in Hilbert space, so that we end up with the original state, we
have to rotate by 720◦ or 4π.

1Mathematically this additional factor of two that we need to rate fully comes from the fact
that SU(2) is a double cover of O(3)
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8.2. THE UNCERTAINTY OF AN OBSERVABLE

8.2 The uncertainty of an observable

In order to understand the uncertainty principle it is useful to have an intuitive
understanding of the uncertainty of an observable (for a given state).

The uncertainty ∆ of an observable Â for a state |Ψ〉 is defined as

∆Â(|Ψ〉) = |(Â−
〈
Ψ
∣∣ Â ∣∣Ψ〉 1̂) |Ψ〉 |, or equivalently

∆Â(|Ψ〉) =
√〈

Ψ
∣∣ Â2
∣∣Ψ〉−〈Ψ ∣∣ Â ∣∣Ψ〉2

.

Here the dependence of the uncertainty on the state |Ψ〉 is explicitly stressed,
but for the rest of this thesis this dependence will be omitted and the uncertainty
∆Â(|Ψ〉) will be denoted as ∆Â.
There is an intuitive picture that helps visualizing this otherwise abstract notion of
the uncertainty of an observable for some state. First we construct the projector P̂
onto the state |Ψ〉:

P̂ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| .

Then we act with this projector P̂ onto the state Â |Ψ〉 and obtain the new state2∣∣Ψ||〉:
P̂Â |Ψ〉= |Ψ〉

〈
Ψ
∣∣ Â ∣∣Ψ〉

=
〈
Ψ
∣∣ Â ∣∣Ψ〉 |Ψ〉

=
∣∣Ψ||〉 .

Now we look at the difference of Â |Ψ〉 and
∣∣Ψ||〉 which we denote as |Ψ⊥〉:

Â |Ψ〉−
∣∣Ψ||〉= Â |Ψ〉−

〈
Ψ
∣∣ Â ∣∣Ψ〉 |Ψ〉

= (Â−
〈
Ψ
∣∣ Â ∣∣Ψ〉 1̂) |Ψ〉

= |Ψ⊥〉

Thus we see that | |Ψ⊥〉 | = ∆Â(|Ψ〉). There we see that the uncertainty ∆Â mea-
sures how much a state |Ψ〉 is changed if the observable Â acts on it. This change
is the addition of |Ψ⊥〉 to the state |Ψ〉, whose absolute value or length corre-
sponds to the uncertainty Â. In general ∆Â will be non-zero, unless |Ψ〉 is in an
eigenstate of Â. Eigenstates only get rescaled by their respective eigenvalue, but

2This new state
∣∣Ψ||〉 is not normalized, but this is not that important for the following argu-

ment, because here basically only the direction is of concern.
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8. Appendix

Figure 8.2: The operator Â acts on the state |Ψ〉, which is then decomposed into
a component parallel to its original state and into a component perpendicular to
its original state. The length of the perpendicular component corresponds to the
uncertainty. UΨ denotes the one-dimensional subspace spanned by the state |Ψ〉.

they do not change their orientation in the Hilbert space. Thus eigenstates are the
only states that are not altered by a measurement. All other states change upon
measurement due to the interaction of the measurement device with the system
that is being measured. All of this is visualized in figure 8.2.
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8.3. VCSEL CHANNEL CORRESPONDENCE

8.3 VCSEL Channel correspondence

The following figure shows which VCSEL on the array is addressed as which
channel via alice-control.

Figure 8.3: A schematic of the old PCB VCSEL carrier board that shows which
VCSELs correspond to which channels.
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8. Appendix

8.4 Additional temporal pulse shape plots

The alice-control parameters for each measurement are contained in the heading
of each plot.

Channel 0 develops with increasing pulse length a second peak. If the bias is also
increased from two to three an additional third peak appears for long pulse lengths.

Channel 1 develops with increasing pulse lengths a second peak, but only for the
last delay value. If the bias is also increased from two to three an additional third
peak appears for long pulse lengths.

Channel 2 develops with increasing pulse length a second and a third peak. If the
bias is also increased from two to three the additional peaks almost form a plateau.

Channel 3 develops with increasing pulse length no additional peak, but gets
broader. If the bias is also increased from two to three a plateau emerges simi-
lar to channel 2.
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8.4. ADDITIONAL TEMPORAL PULSE SHAPE PLOTS
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Figure 8.4: After improving the position and orientation of the lens in front of the
VCSEL array this pulse shape could be obtained for channel 3. This shape is very
similar to the pulse shape of the other three channels.
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8.5. FURTHER TEMPORAL PULSE SHAPE TOMOGRAPHY PLOTS

8.5 Further temporal pulse shape tomography plots

The following plots display the temporal pulse shape for channel 0 and channel
3 with medium and short pulse parameters with projections onto the polarization
states |P〉 , |M〉 , |R〉 and |L〉. These temporal pulse shape are fairly similar for one
channel and one set of parameters, because the polarization state comes close to
the state |V 〉, which is can be expressed as equal superpositions of |P〉 and |M〉 or
|R〉 and |L〉 (see section 2.3.4).
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Figure 8.5: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 0 with the medium
pulse parameters. The top left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with the
projection onto the diagonal (or plus) polarization state. The top right picture
shows the temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the antidiagonal (or mi-
nus) polarization state. The bottom left picture show the temporal pulse shape
with the projection onto the right-circular polarization state. The bottom right
picture show the temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the left-circular
polarization state.
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Figure 8.6: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 0 with the long pulse
parameters. The top left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with the projec-
tion onto the diagonal (or plus) polarization state. The top right picture shows the
temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the antidiagonal (or minus) polar-
ization state. The bottom left picture show the temporal pulse shape with the pro-
jection onto the right-circular polarization state. The bottom right picture show the
temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the left-circular polarization state.
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Figure 8.7: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 3 with the medium
pulse parameters. The top left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with the
projection onto the diagonal (or plus) polarization state. The top right picture
shows the temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the antidiagonal (or mi-
nus) polarization state. The bottom left picture show the temporal pulse shape
with the projection onto the right-circular polarization state. The bottom right
picture show the temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the left-circular
polarization state.
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Figure 8.8: The measured temporal pulse shape for channel 3 with the long pulse
parameters. The top left picture shows the temporal pulse shape with the projec-
tion onto the diagonal (or plus) polarization state. The top right picture shows the
temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the antidiagonal (or minus) polar-
ization state. The bottom left picture show the temporal pulse shape with the pro-
jection onto the right-circular polarization state. The bottom right picture show the
temporal pulse shape with the projection onto the left-circular polarization state.
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8.6 Additional electrical pulse shape plots

These plots show the electrical pulse shape for the parameter sets from the tomog-
raphy measurement.

Figure 8.9: Electronic channel 2 with a 50 Ω resistor

Figure 8.10: Electronic channel 3 with a 50 Ω resistor
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Figure 8.11: Electronic channel 2 with a 300 Ω resistor

Figure 8.12: Electronic channel 3 with a 300 Ω resistor
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Acronyms

QKD Quantum Key Distribution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

OTP One-Time-Pad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

FPGA Field-programmable gate array . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

AES Advanced Encryption Standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

CAC Classical Authenticated Channel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

DHKE Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

PNS photon-number splitting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
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